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Appreciate holiday
treasures over break
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JL he end of the semester is finally on the horizon. It's
that time when the malls become crowded and the television overflows with images of toys, gifts and family
cheer.
It's also a time when people tend to remember those
who are less fortunate with greater fervor and give accordingly.
Unfortunately, the holiday season is also a time when
many people become depressed, whether it is from the
often-gray weather, the absence of family and friends to
share things with or something altogether different.
No matter what your situation, there is something positive to enjoy this season.
Take time to go caroling, sledding or bird-watching.
Sing "Frosty the Snowman," or watch Bob Hope's
Christmas Special and have a fun time with the entertainment the holiday season brings.
Spend time with family and friends or make new
friends - people in nursing homes, homeless shelters and
hospitals could use a good friend about now.
For those of you who are graduating - congratulations!
We can't deny that we are envious, but we are proud of
you and wish you all the best.
For those of you returning, study enough so you don't
flunk out and can't come back, but at the same time, take
a break. Go to 80s night tonight to help cope with the rest
of the week.
Most of all, be safe. Be careful driving home after
exam week. And you've heard it time and time again, but
this time really listen: if you drink over this holiday
season, please don't drive.
Happy Holidays from all of us at The News.

Pizza "frPisanello's
Bar -fr Howard's
Restaurant^ Corner Grill
Fast Food -frTaco Bell
Carry-Out ^rNorth Grove
Grocery Store "fc Kroger
Rental Agency tV NewLove
Record Store -fc Madhatter
Bank-frMid-Am
Gas Station •& Barneys
Coffee Shop •& Cosmo's
Hotel -fr Best Western
Wings ■& Spot's
Video Rental-H-Video Spectrum
Residence Hall Rm. •& 402-A Prout
Laundromat -& Wash House
Haircut Placed Monty's
Hair Stylist •&Stephanie Koldan
(Hair Gallery)

Bookstore (Textbooks) ■& SBX

Apartment -&30-C BG Village
Police Officer -^Officer Betz
Dining Hall -fr Founders
Fraternity -fc Phi Sigma Kappa
Sorority -fc Delta Zeta
Residence Hall ■& Founders
Professor "fr Lawrence Kowalski
Place to Study tV Library
RA-frLiz Demuesy
Beer -fr Red Dog
Place to Park-frCrim Street
Ice Cream PlaceiirDairy Queen
Class ■& Accounting 341
Degree ■& Elementary Ed.
Computer Lab -fc Union Lab
Car Repair -^Dorren
SIC SIC Character-frBug-Eyes
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Programs may be united
Study could lead to doctoral curriculum consolidation
By Aaron Gray
The BC News

Some university doctoral programs in Ohio may be consolidated in the future, depending on
the results of a study being conducted by the Ohio Board of Regents.
A report released last week indicated that Ohio may be overinvesting in several of the nine
university doctoral programs it
examined, but further research
is necessary before any recommendations can be made.

"Combining two
programs at schools
that are close to each
other might be more
efficient and
effective. We have to
make sure our funds
are invested as
wisely as possible."
Gary Walters
Board of Regents academic affairs
vice chancellor

Of the programs being examined, history, psychology, English, education and chemistry are
all offered at Bowling Green.
Gary Walters, Board of Regents vice chancellor for academic affairs, said Ohio needs to
avoid unnecessary duplication of
doctoral programs.
"Combining two programs at

schools that are close to each
other might be more efficient
and effective," Walters said. "We
have to make sure our funds are
invested as wisely as possible."
The Board of Regents report
said Ohio is producing more than
its share of the national pool of
graduates in psychology, English, education, business and
chemistry, and it is not clear that
needs within the state justify this
level of activity.
The report also said Ohio is
producing far less than its share
of graduates in computer science
and may not be sufficiently competitive in this area.
Other observations by the report were that Ohio universities
may be too far behind in biology
doctoral programs to catch up
with other states, and physics
programs may receive too small
an amount of federal research
and development funds to compete with other states.
Steve Perry, chairman of the
Committee on State Investment,
which issued the report, said the
research being conducted is not
cause for alarm.
"Any organization that wants
to maintain and enhance the
product It delivers has to
periodically do an evaluation to
make sure it's still meeting the
needs of the people it serves,"
Perry said.
"We want to continue to deliver
a high-quality product and make
sure it's delivered in the best
possible way," Perry said.
University Graduate Student
Senate President David Vaillancourt said he is concerned about

the effect this might have on students involved in a program that
is targeted for reduction.
"Any student who's decided to
sink [his or her] time and investment into an institution
would hope that their program
would continue," Vaillancourt
said. "So you're not going to be
happy if you hear the state might
turn around and phase your program out.
"Sure you've gained that knowledge, but also you're hoping that
the reputation of your program
continues as well," Vaillancourt
said.
The report said that the State
Investment Committee is not
convinced that, by definition,
graduate programs at schools
enhance the quality of the undergraduate programs.
Walters said he agrees with
these conclusions.
"I wouldn't challenge that
having a doctoral program in a
certain department and the presence of graduate and faculty students might be beneficial to undergraduate students, but we
have to look at the opportunity
costs of maintaining some of
these programs," Walters said.
Vaillancourt said he is concerned that the consolidation of
programs may take away opportunities for non-traditional students to take classes locally and
obtain graduate degrees.
"It would be sad to see the
state take away those opportunities," Vaillancourt said. "I think
their opportunity costs are shortsighted. You can't look at everything In terms of market theory."

GSS supports more
student fee control
By Robin Coe
The BG News

Graduate Student Senate
passed a bill Friday in support
of students gaining more control of the general fee allocation process.
Currently, students only
control about four percent of
the general fee allocation process through the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations. This student-run
committee only allocates the
money set aside for student
activities.
"There has been no collective opinion from graduate
students on this," GSS President David Vaillancourt said.
He said the bill will allow
graduate students to have a
voice in how they feel about
the allocation of student general fees.
The bill requests that ACGFA gain control of 100 percent of the allocation of the

fees except for debt services
and intercollegiate athletics.
"Right now, students don't
have a whole lot of control
over it," he said.
He said students need to
have a say where money is going for their purposes.

"Someone can
argue there is a
voice, but it's not
from the vast
majority of
students."
David Vaillancourt
GSS president
"Someone can argue there is
a voice, but it's not from the
vast majority of students,"
Vaillancourt said.
ACGFA is the best organization to express student concerns, he said.

REMINDER!
O Starting January 8,1995, everyone with
a campus meal plan must have an ID in their
BG PIN in order to access their meal
account.
O All students who have a meal plan still
accessed with a social security number were
sent a letter explaining this. Check your
on campus mail box for this information.
O Get your new ID now to avoid long lines
spring semester.

Good
Luck On
Finals!

a

UNIVERSITY ITNION

O Photo ID Office is located in the southwest comer of the Commons.
PHOTO ID HOURS

Woodland
Mall

Ifte Perfect Qift

Any questions call 372-7933

MON.

9-4

TUES.

9-4

WED.

9-12

THURS.

9-4

FRI.

9-3

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVEHSITY

Free coffee will be
available at the
Falcon's Nest and Prout
during exam week.

woodland moll

GiftCertificates good
at every store

A motorcycle operator license is more important than you think. The fact is
unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get
your license. While an afternoon at the DMV isn't much fun, having *
a license is something you can live with. IMT—WHiwn I——ft
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Serbs impede
U.N. convoys
By Srecko Lalal
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - Bosnian Serbs
found new ways to thwart U.N.
operations on Sunday, effectively stopping humanitarian aid
convoys from
reaching most
of the country.
The Serbs
said they would
no longer allow
U.N, armored
personnel carriers to escort
aid convoys
through the 70
percent of the
country they control. Aid
workers said they could not work
without U.N. protection.
"I think this is just another way
of making life difficult for the
UN.." said Lt Col. Jan-Dirk von
Merveldt, a U.N. spokesman in
Sarajevo.
The Serbs lifted restrictions on
most of the 200 peacekeepers
they had been holding hostage,
the United Nations said. But they
continued harassing U.N. forces
in other ways.
A three-truck Danish fuel convoy was hijacked in Bosnian Serb
territory Saturday night after

Is The Best
Off Campus
Housing
Available...
You Aren't Just
Choosing The
Best Housing,
But The Beat
Service.
Check Us Out
For Our Great
Selection Of
Apartments For
Spring Fall And
Summer!

Greenbriar
224 E. Wooster

3S2-0717

gunmen, armed with rifles and
rocket-propelled grenades,
blocked the front and rear of the
convoy, von Merveldt said.
Also Saturday evening, two
Dutch communications vehicles
were hijacked along with all of
their satellite equipment, von
Merveldt said.
"This is outrageously unacceptable behavior," von Merveldt said.
The Serbs also refused permission for a plane carrying the U.N.
commander in Bosnia, Lt. Gen.
Sir Michael Rose, to land at Sarajevo airport on Sunday. Rose,
returning from a failed attempt
to visit soldiers trapped in Blhac
in northwest Bosnia, landed in
Sarajevo anyway, U.N. spokesman Michael Williams said.
There appeared to be little the
United Nations could do to stop
the Serbs' aggression. The threat
of alrstrikes has been virtually
eliminated in a conflict between
U.N. diplomats and NATO military planners.
The Serbs have been holding
more than 400 peacekeepers hostage, some for as long as two
weeks, as insurance against alrstrikes. Most of the 200 remaining hostages are no longer restricted and have been allowed to
resume their work at weapons
collection points, said Lt Col
Patrick Declety, a U.N. spokesman.
Declety said the only
peacekeepers still being restricted were about 40 at the Serb
military barracks in Lukavica,
outside Sarajevo.
In Essen, Germany, leaders of
the 12 European Union nations on
Saturday endorsed keeping U.N.
peacekeepers in Bosnia for as
long as possible. Six EU nations
have contributed soldiers to the
24,000 member peacekeeping
force.
The ban on armored personnel
carriers came after Serbs had allowed a few aid convoys to pass
In recent days.

Best restaurant

The BG NCWIMMI Wtlti.tr

The Corner Grill, oa the corner of Main and Court streets, was voted by students as the "Best of BG."

SBXclimbs to top of best-seller list
By Healher Cvengros
The BC News
According to the "Best of BG" student
survey, SBX is the best bookstore in Bowling
Green.
SBX, located at 530 E. Wooster St, was established in 19S8 and doubled in size of its
store in 1984.
Steve Donnelly, University alumnus and
manager of SBX, was delighted that his
store was voted the best by University students.
"I appreciate all the votes," Donnelly said.

Donnelly said two qualities set SBX apart
from the other bookstores in Bowling Green.
"Our prices and service," he said. "It's a
place a lot of people go to get what they
need,"
Donnelly also said the location is convenient.
Donnelly has been an employee since 1975
and has managed the store for 12 years.
He said SBX carries a selection to fit
everyone's needs. It provides a large selection of University imprinted sportswear,
used textbooks, school supplies, cards, gifts
and art supplies.

Donnelly said serving the customers and
keeping them satisfied is an important quality of the bookstore.
"I try to have flexible policies for the customers so they are able to get what they
need," he said.
SBX tries to keep prices reasonable to
meet the students' needs.
"We try to get used books instead of new
ones because they cost 25 percent less,"
Donnelly said.
Donnelly also said he is always willing to
improve and make changes in order to make
SBX a better place for University students.
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Sic Sic character considered top dog
Bug-Eyes appeals most to BG students
By Lawrence Hannan
The BG News

In the contest for Best of BG
Sic Sic character, the man, the
myth and the legend of Bug-Eyes
easily ruled the day.
Bug-Eyes is a new Sic Sic character at the University.
However, in one semester he has
succeeded in winning the hearts
and minds of the students on this
campus.

But what is the appeal of BugEyes? How has he been ;.ble to
touch so many lives? If he ever
needed glasses or contact lenses,
where would he go?
Gregory De Crane, assistant
vice president for University
student activities, oversees Sic
Sic. De Crane was able to provide
a more focused perspective on
Bug-Eyes mania.
"I can't say for sure why he's
so popular," De Crane said. "It

might be the uniqueness of the
mask. It's very different."
The identities of the Sic Sic
characters are one uf the biggest
secrets at this Univerisity. But
with Bug-Eye mania growing, the
man behind the eyeballs agreed
to maKe a statement through De
Crane about the popularity of his
character.

eyed mask said. "Bug-Eyes has
sex appeal."
De Crane said members of Sic
Sic get to choose their own masks
and are encouraged to find one
that reflects their own personality
anonymous Sic-Sic
"The Bug-Eyes mask doesn't
member behind the mask really reflect the person who
wears it very well," De Crane
said. "But the thing about masks
"All the other masks are is that they can often turn you
gross," the man behind the bug- into a totally different person."

"All the other masks
are gross. Bug-Eyes
has sex appeal."

[pizzSl
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NOW OPEN
UNTIL 3A.M.

fast free (Detivery

I'DEAT THE
CLOCK"
Between 5 - 7 PM
Every Tuesday for the
rest of the semester!
The BG New«/Ko«< Wclttacr

Bug-eyes was chosen "Best ID BG" because of the uniqueness of the
mask. The new character has helped to further promote Falcon spirit
at the University.

Qo Catty Rentals

0ffice#3^rrW^"

316 E. Merry v—

353-0325

■ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc

The Time You Coll is the Price You
Poy For a Large One Item Pizza!!
For example: If you coll ot 5:05 pm
you poy $5.05, or if you coll 6:15 pm
you poy $6.15.

826 S. Main St.
~ 353-PAPA
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Mr. Spots considered cream of crop Record
Philadelphia-inspired restaurant selected for best wings
store
selected
as best
By Robin Coe
The BC News

A local restaurant, inspired by
Philadelphia restaurants, was
voted the best place to eat wings
in BG.
Jim Gabarone, owner of Mr.
Spot's on East
Court Street,
said his secret
sauce may be
the reason his
establishment
won the Best
Wings category. He said it is
not just the
sauce that
makes his
wings a success.
"I do go out of my way to give
"the best I can," he said. "That's
been our secret to success."
He said he imports buns from
Philadelphia because he cannot

find the certain bun anywhere
else.
"I had a real problem getting
the buns I needed," Gabarone
said. "It took me almost a year to
get the right stuff."
Gabarone also owns a Mr.
Spot's in Ann Arbor, Mich.,
where his wings have been voted
the best for many years. He said
the restaurant in Bowling Green
sells hot wings, mild wings with
barbecue sauce and the Wise
Guy, which is extra hot. In Ann
Arbor he also sells Suicide wings;
however, he only sells them
there.
"We don't serve them because
they are really too hot," Gabarone said.
He said many of his items
come from Philadelphia restaurants.
"We're not as exotic as most
places, but we seem to do all
right," he said. "Now that there is
competition, there's been some-

thing to compare them to."
Current competitiors include
B W- 3, Flicker's and Junction.
He said Mr. Spot's was one of
the first restaurants in Ohio to
start selling wings as a restaurant item.
"When I first started selling
wings it wasn't a restaurant item,
it was a bar item given away,"
Gabarone said.
He said he founded Mr. Spot's
in 1985, during his last semester
of college, because he was worried about finding a job after
school. When Mr. Spot's became
a success, he dropped out of
school and did not finish until
five years later.
"There was no food here like I
eat in Philadelphia," he said.
He said he missed the type of
food he ate in Philadelphia,
where he was raised, so he got
the idea to start the restaurant.
Mr. Spot's was named after
Gabarone's 11-year-old calico

cat, which he obtained from a
woman at a local business who
gave kittens away free. She gave
him the cat after a group of
young men came in requesting
kittens.
The woman had discovered
earlier that they had been taking
the free kittens and feeding them
to a snake because it was
cheaper, so she would not let
them take any more. She gave
Gabarone everything he needed
to care for the cat and told him to
take it.

However, Gabarone was not interested in keeping the cat. Spot,
so a friend was going to take it.
The friend left town without
word so Gabarone had to take the
cat home to Philadelphia for
break. During the trip, he formed
a bond with Spot.
Gabarone said he is considering expansion into a franchise in
the future.

Cosmo's presents atmosphere, quality
By Jim Barker
The BC News

Students pass it on their way to the bars
and on their way to return their overdue
movies.
Snuggled between Late Nite Video and
Main Street is Cosmo's Cafe, 126 E. Wooster
St., which was voted the No. 1 cafe in this
year's Best of BG contest.
Cosmo's is small, with perhaps a dozen
simple tables and 40 seats. The lighting is
soft, and black and white photos line the

Todd Berry, co-owner of Cosmo's Cafe,
walls. What Cosmo's lacks in size, however,
it more than compensates with atmosphere said quality and service are a big part of his
cafe's success.
and quality.
"We've only been open about a year,"
At Cosmo's, one can choose trom a variety Berry said. "But our customer service, qualof coffees and teas as well as salads and ity and atmosphere make us one of the best
vegetable sandwiches. The more exotic places you can go in BG."
selections include Italian and French sodas,
Berry said he also believes the vegetarian
imported chocolates and homemade cookies. fare offered at Cosmo's is a factor in the
cafe's popularity.
All coffees are freshly ground as cus"[Cosmo's] is really one of the only places
tomers wait. Shots of Cappuccino or Latte in BG where you can get a good meal that's
are also available.
also good for you," he said.

tfgftfftLW

Personalize
It!
with your own message

The winners of the Best
of BG awards won for various reasons. In the category of best record store,
however, the win may be
due to purely cosmetic
reasons.
J i m
Cummer,
manager
of Best of
BG record store
Madhatter Music
Co., attributes
the win to
the fact that Madhatter is a
"shrine for beauty."
"We absolutely have the
best-looking staff anywhere in BG," Cummer
said jokingly.
Cummer also cited more
sensible reasons for Madhatter's victory.
"We have a great inventory with a lot of stuff that
other stores dont," Cummer said. "There's a lot of
underground music here
along with more mainstream acts."
"We have a good selection for just about everyone," he said. "We're almost a whole underground
shopping expo."
Cummer also said the
customers for his store are
very diverse.
"We have a very varied
clientele - everyone from
junior high kids to members of the University faculty," he said. "There Is no
real average customer for
us."
Madhatter also offers a
chance to buy recording of
individuals familiar to the
Bowling Green music
scene. Local offerings include Gone Daddy Finch,
The Kind and Adam Rich.

In The Student
Phone Directory
Yellow Pages!

Alcohol quickly affevt> your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last drink'
MiaBKUUHTTn
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By Lawrence Hannan
The BG News

372-2323

akes a Great Christmas Gift!
(allow 1-3 Days)

6th floor Admin. Bldg

You can also buy various
music posters, videos and
magazines (like Rolling
Stone, Rap Sheet, Film
Threat and Spin) during
your shopping expo at the
best "shrine for beauty" in
BG.
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Prout RA considered superior
Demuesy viewed as big
sister, good listener
By Michael Zawacki
The BC News
Liz Demuesy is always there
for the women who live on the
second floor of Prout Hall.
Those Prout residents must
appreciate her availiablity since
they voted her the Best Resident
Ad v iser in
Bowling Green.
Demuesy
said dealing
with the trials
and tribulations of firstyear students
is her strong
suit as an RA.
"A lot of students are coming from home, and they need
someone they can count on," she
said. "They need someone they
can go to and say 'I don't know
how to register for classes. I'm
basically an idiot and I need your
help".
"Students need someone they
can look at day in and day out and
know that in a year things will be
okay, and in four years it will be
okay," she said.
She makes her residents feel as
comfortable as possible so they
can keep coming back to her asking more questons, she said.
"I'll get a knock on my door at
three in the morning because
[my residents) know they can
come to me," she said.
Demuesy said Prout residents
are very active outside the residence hall, and they do not typically have the time to be social
within the floor like other University residents.
However, she said her residents do find the time to come to
her room and talk about everyday things.
"They talk about things that
they know I don't want to hear
about, but they know where I

stand on issues, and they know I
can be a friend just as well as I
can be an RA," she said.
Jaime Marcy, one of Dcmuesy's residents, said Demuesy is
more like a friend than an authority figure. She said Demuesy
helped make her transition to college life a lot easier.
"Right off the bat she let us
know that she was on our level,"
Marcy said. "She's one of us. The
only difference is that she's in a
different position."
Traci Boyarsky, another of
Demucsy's residents, said Demuesy is like a big sister, a mom
and a friend all in one person.
Boyarsky said Demuesy's availability and persistence may
have diverted some serious injury from an accident.
"About a month and a half ago I
hit my head on my loft, and I
wasn't sure if I should go to the
hospital. Uz strongly advised
that I go, and 1 ended up having a
concussion," she said. "Without
her persisting, I probably
wouldn't have gone."
Carrie Birdsall, one of Demuesy's former residents when she
was an RA in Compton, said Demuesy was the inspiration and a
role model for her becoming an
RA.
"She was really a lot of fun to
be with Liz always had little
pick-me-ups for us during they
year," she said. "She would leave
a little something in our mail
boxes during finals week. I use
some of her [RA techniques] now
that I'm an RA in Dunbar."
Recently, a disgruntled Prout
resident left a vulgar note on
Demuesy's door. Both Marcy and
Boyarsky said they admired the
way Demuesy handled the situation.
"The note was bad, and she
dealt with it pretty well," Marcy
said. "She could have come back
and wrote an equally vulgar note,

but she didn't. She handled the
situation in a mature and adult
way."
Boyarsky said the note aggravated the people on the floor, but
Demuesy did not let it affect her.
"Liz wrote a note in response
and put it on her door. It said that
if the person leaving the note had
a problem with her, she wanted
her to come and talk about it,"

she said. "If someone has a problem with Liz, she wants to know
about it."
A senior education major and a
third-year RA, Demuesy has
spent a considerable time living
on campus. She said this time invested in the residence halls has
allowed her to understand why
they are not called "dorms."
"Living in Ashley my first year

I called it a dorm. Once I became
an RA. I realized the time and the
effort that goes into the job, and
as I watched the community
grow on the floor I realized that
it was a residence hall," she said.
Besides being bestowed the
honor as Best in BG, Demuesy is
also one of only two RAs on campus with the title of Senior RA.
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"MR SPOT'S Philadelphia
Cheese Steak Sanwiches
& Buffalo Wings hit two
geographical gastronomic delight spots, for
sure."
Bob Talbert,
Detroit Free Press

125 EASf COURT
DOWNTOWN

ALWAYS
OPEN LATE

NOTAfsisMEAL

ftTTHCOlTON

24 WINGS / FRY / 2 SOOAS
'» YOUR CHOKE OF 2 OF THt FOi LOWING.
PHIUY ORIGINAL / STEAK SUPREME /
SPOT'S SPECIAL OH ITALIAN

STEAK SANDWICHES-BUFFALO WINGS
DELI SANDWICHES-HOAGIES-COLD BEER

Thanks & Have a
Happy Holiday
from Spot's
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Most ValuabU Production Start
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Apartment makes home at top
position in BG readers' poll
By Dawn Keller
The BC News

The BG NewtlR—n Weltmer

Senior RA's abode
oozes atmosphere
By Dawn Keller
The BC News

A relaxed atmosphere pervades visitors as they enter
the residence hall room chosen as the best on campus.
The room has a stove, air
conditioning, cable, a
bat hroom
and separate
bedroom,
which is
provided by
the University.
Liz Demuesy, a
senior resident adviser, lives in the room.
"The University provides
the cable and air conditioning
for the rooms for the senior

RAs," Demuesy said. "There's
two, this one and one in Compton."
She said the air conditioning
was probably one of the main
reasons that her residents
liked the room - at least at the
beginning of the semester.
"My residents would come
in to talk,' but they really
wanted to sit in the air conditioning," Demuesy said.
Demuesy listed several
other reasons why her residents liked the room.
"There's a lot of space and
privacy in this room. The
walls in most of the other
rooms are paper thin, but mine
are cement," she said. "So I
don't hear anything.
"If my air conditioning is
running and my door is closed
See ROOM, page twenty-six.
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Christmas decorations deck
the walls and lights string a palm
tree and evergreen tree in the
two-bedroom apartment selected
as the best in Bowling Green.
Joe Sabo and his fiancee Nikki
Dollison live with their son Zachary in the apartment full of
holiday cheer.
Sabo said he believes his boss
at Pisanello's Pizza started a
chain of co-workers voting for
his apartment.
"We're having a Christmas
party at my house, so he asked
me my address," Sabo said. "I
gave it to him, and he probably
had others vote for it."
Dollison said their friends definitely noticed the new decorations and remodeling.
"Most places don't allow residents to do what they want, but
we can," he said. "So our friends
notice it because it is different.
"All we need to do is inform the
management, and they will let us
do almost anything we want."
Sabo and Dollison have made a
lot of the decorations and put
them up themselves.
They selected decorations,
both Christmas and others, which
would have a "homey" look.
"We Just wanted something
that we would feel relaxed in and
that our friends would comfortable in, too," Dollison said.
Sabo and Dollison both put a lot
of time into making the apartment look nice.
"We've started in the wee
hours of the morning," Sabo said.
"And I go to school and work full

More Than Just
ABikeShopI
248 S. Main

352-8578

{We've'Got Cool Threads...
And Cool Treads For You!"
cannondale
• Huge Rollerblade
Clearence!
•Up to 20% OFF late
model bikes

OUTDOOR WEAR
AIR MADA BOOTS

*■£ IK

Fleece Jackets, Pullovers,
/Jk Gloves, Headbands, Barclavas,
And More!

Steven 0*rnrr

Joe Sabo and Ills fiancee Nlkkl Dollison live with their son Zachary in
the apartment selected as the "Best in BG."
time, so we both work on it a lot."
Dollison said she likes the
apartment because it is so much
more spacious than other apartments she's seen in Bowling
Green.
"The living room is at least
twice the size of any other I've
seen. It also has two big bedrooms and a nice bathroom," she
said.
They like having a big apartment so Zachary will have a lot of
room to play.
"He just rampages the place
and has a lot of fun in it," Sabo

Whcn's The Last
Time You Had A
Home Cooked Meal?

RESTAURANT
When you come to Bob
Evans, you are treated
like guests for a home
cooked meal.
1726 B. Wooster 8trett
(Behind B.P. station)
Mastercard/Vlaa accepted
Cany Out Available

said.
Sabo said other factors were
that the rent is low, and they
don't have to pay for heat.
"I know a lot of people that pay
twice as much as we do, and their
apartments are smaller," he said.
"And because the heat is gas, we
don't have to pay for it. If we
have a winter like we did last
year, the heater is going to be on
all the time."
Dollison's favorite part of the
apartment is the management
staff.
"The management is very
helpful, and they know everyone
by name," she said.
The family also has a growing
library collection.
"They are mostly [Nikki'sJ
books, but it is getting bigger,"
Sabo said.
Since they both like country
music, they also have a picture of
Garth Brooks on their wall.
"[Nikki] got me hooked on it,
but I still like other kinds of music, too," Sabo said.

Shoot with a camera,
not with a gun.
If you do that you'll
have more fun.
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Changing Times shears competition
friendly environment.
"We are very friendly people,
and we are more personal beVoted best hair salon in Bowl- cause it is a smaller salon," Chesing Green, Changing Times Hair lock said. "We are also very close
Salon is located close to campus to the University."
Cheslock has one other emand is always available to the
ployee, Jennifer Berthsiel, who
students of the University.
Changing Times is owned by enjoys the company of her cusCarol Cheslock. Cheslock and her tomers.
"I would just like to thank the
husband re-opened the salon last
August.
Cheslock believes her salon
won the best hair salon in Bowling Green because it is located
close to campus, at 425 East
Wooster St., and because of its
By Amy Johnson
The BC News

Stylist wins
contest due
to creativity

students of the University for
voting for us - we really appreciate it," Berthsiel said while cutting a customer's hair.
Being a hairstylist is an exciting adventure for Cheslock.
"I like to meet new people, and
I enjoy getting to change peoples'
appearance," Cheslock said, "Instant gratification is what it is all
about."

Cheslock said she is interested
in additional help at the salon.
"I am looking for someone to
hire right now," Cheslock said.
"It is an easy environment to
work in, and we are friendly people."
Changing Times offers haircuts, perms, haircoloring and
other hairstyling services. Cheslock hopes to be able to do mani-

cures in the future.
Prices for haircuts at Changing
Times range from $10 to $17.
However, Cheslock offered to
subtract a couple dollars off your
next visit with this article in
hand.
Changing Times Hair Salon is
open Monday through Thursday
9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Friday 9 p.m. to 6
p.m. and Saturday 9 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Question
The
Knowl

By Amy Johnson
The BG News

Want your hair styled by the
best hair stylist in Bowling
Green? According to University
students, Stephanie Kolder at
The Hair Gallery does the best
job.
Kolder has
been working
at The Hair
Gallery for
three years.
She worked at
A Cut Above
before going to
work at The
Hair Gallery.
Kolder did
not plan to become a hairstylist.
"I attended the University as
an art major, so I'm still using
my creativity," Kolder said. "I
always used to cut my roommate's hair, and I realized that I
loved doing it so I enrolled at the
Toledo Academy of Beauty Culture."
Meeting new people and changing customers' appearances gratifies Kolder.
"I love to cut and color my customers' hair," Kolder said. "I like
drastic changes."
Working at The Hair Gallery
gives Kolder the ability to leam
more about hairstyling.
"Working here at The Hair
Gallery gives me the opportunity
to learn from others and learn
more about the process of hairstyling," Kolder said.
Kolder is presently working
part-time at The Hair Gallery
because of her responsibilites to
her 1S month old daughter.
The Hair Gallery is located at 16S
N. Main St. in Suite No. 2, across
the street from Uptown/Downtown.
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Always the low price

WAL*MART
learns

Students give MIS,
accounting professor \
high marks for work
By KallB Simmons
The BC News

NFL Heavy Weight Jackets

Pro Team
Trash cans $6.96

$54.96
NFL & College Team Sweatshirt^

$8.83
Pro Team
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Nite Lite Lamps $20.96
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Pro Team Baseball Caps $4.74

Pro Team Framed
Plaques
$14.88

Newlove Rental leases
No. 1 position for 1994

Pro & College Team T-shirts &
FREE Mug $9.96
Pro Team Ornaments $4.00

NFL Novelty Items
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Out of the many qualified
professors at the University, one
professor of accounting and MIS
got the vote by University students as the best professor at
Bowling Green.
At the Univ e r s 1 t y ,
Lawrence
Kowalski leads
the Accounting
Club and the
Beta Alpha Psi
honorary club,
which allow
students to
interact between professionals and other
students on a level outside of the
classroom.
The clubs meet frequently outside of class, thus proving the
dedication of this professor to
the education and development
of his students on a professional
level, said Cathy Smith, a secretary in the Accounting and MIS
departments.
"He is just a great person,"
Smith said. "We started the same
year, 18 years ago, and every day
I see the great job he does. The
students just love him."
Surprised at the news of being
voted best professor at the University by the students, Kowalski
said he is honored to be acknowl-

edged by the students at a University full of such good faculty
membc-is.
"As I think about it, my feelings are that I have a very important job, and I work very hard at
it," Kowalski said. "It'sdefinitely
a good feeling, and when I think
about the number of good professors at Bowling Green I feel even
more honored."
Although Kowalski said he
does not believe his teaching is
any more unique than anyone
else, he believes he is doing Ins
job properly if students are responding.
"Relevance is very important
to me. I teach mostly tax courses
in the business department, and I
try to help my students understand what the professional environment is like and how to prepare for it," Kowalski said. "One
thing that helps make my job a
little easier is I always have really great students."
According to co-workers,
Kowalski makes the work place
an enjoyable environment
through his positive outlook and
overall dependability.
"He is just an easy man to
work with," Smith said. "He gets
along with everyone, students
and faculty alike. And as well as
being dependable and honest, he
seems to always be in a good
mood, which makes everyone's
day a little brighter."

?m & Vemik
CM Owmuml&

CotfeefKtup

By Jay Young
The BC News

A family-run business, It is the
family-like atmosphere that
makes Newlove Rental the "Best
In BG."
Owner Mary Newlove Noll said
the rental
agency opened
up for business
in the late
1960s. While
her father and
brother manage the real estate side of the
business, Noll
said she loves
managing the
rental agency.
"We try to be fair and honest,"
Noll said. "We always are willing
to sit down with the tenant and

talk situations out We're a fami
ly team, and I think that makes a
difference."

"We try to be fair and
honest. We always
are willing to sit
down with the tenant
and talk situations
out."
Mary Newlove Noll
owner of Newlove Rental

Located at 328 S. Main St.,
Newlove has about 400 different
rentals in the Bowling Green
area and others In Rudolph, Portage and Ferrysburg.
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Video Spectrum sweeps category
By Katie Simmons
The BC News

Store offers foreign, other movie rentals

Where can you get a selection
of over 600 foreign films and
over 17,000
other movie
rentals? University students seem to
think there is
only one place
for this - Video
Spectrum.
For Sue Wilkins.the owner of Video Spectrum, being voted the best place
to rent videos was an honor and a

privilege in a town full of competition.
"This is a real nice honor," she
said. "I say honor because of the
competition in Bowling Green,
and I was voted No. 1. That is a
real nice compliment."
One reason Video Spectrum
may have been chosen is because
there are over 600 foreign films
to choose from in the store resulting in the growing number of
foreign film lovers, Wilkins said.
"I think we may be unique in
the fact that there are foreign
film people out there - a lot of
them ~ and we have a huge selec-

tion of these films," she said.
"This attracts people to our variety."
The Video Spectrum encourages requests if there is a movie
you cannot find in the
17,000-movie selection, and they
usually are capable of filling
those requests.
Wilkins began the establishment 14 years ago and always
adored the student business, although the majority of the business that Video Spectrum
receives is pretty diverse.
"I know that we as a business
are very people-oriented. I have

been here for 14 years and I
know a lot of people, but we are
very big on personal service and
getting to know everyone that
comes in," Wilkins said.
So, for $2.64 a night, you can
choose a new release to enjoy for
an evening If you are a member
at the Video Spectrum. To
receive a membership card all
you need is a driver's license, any
other form of photo identification and a love for.movies.
"We also give out kisses," Wilkins said. "For every nine movies

OO SuperZoom2800
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"I think we may be
unique in the fact
that there are foreign
film people out there
... and we have a huge
selection of these
films:'
Sue Wilkins
owner of Video Spectrum
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you rent, we give you the 10th
free, and we do this by giving you
a card and stamping kisses on it."
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Autofocusing
' Silent film advance
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Delta Zeta tops
best sorority list
By Genell Pavelich
The BC News

In a recent survey, the University's chapter of Delta Zeta Sorority was chosen by University students as the "Best of BG."
Cathy Bressert, president of Delta Zeta, said the group is very
honored with the title, but they believe they are just like everyone else.
"This is a great honor, but we shouldn't be considered the
best," Bressert said. "Every sorority has its strengths and
weaknesses."
Delta Zeta, which was founded in 1945 in Oxford, Ohio,
received a national chapter at the University in 1950, said Jodi
Marizek, historian for the sorority.
The sorority, which has about 70 members, is very active with
different events that benefit the community.
Clevell Scherer, public relations director for Delta Zeta, said
the sorority participates in such events as adopt-a-highway, the
blood drive on campus, trick-or-treating through the campus at
Halloween and singing Christmas carols at retirement homes
during the holidays.
She also said many members of the sorority help as tour
guides for freshman orientation.

The BC Nt.OJo.. Wtlnnrr

The Delta Zeta bouse belongs to the sorority voted "Best In BG." Delta Zeta President Cathy Bressert
said the women were honored with the vote, but their group was no better than any of the others.

See DELTA ZFTA, page twenty-tin.

Phi Sigma Kappa rushes top
spot in best fraternity columm
By Genell Pavelich
The BC News

Phi Sigma Kappa, a fraternity
at the University that received
its charter in 1990, was recently
chosen by student votes as the
"Best of BG."
The group is pleased with the
honor, according to Tim Collier,
director of community affairs
for the fraternity.
Nathan Clements, an active
member of the fraternity, said
Phi Sigma Kappa is a young
group that is up and coming on
campus.
Tk. BG Nc - I/ROII Wclnnrr
"We have all made efforts to do
The Phi Sigma Kappa house on Prospect Street belongs to the "Best whatever is possible to achieve a
Fraternity in BG."
certain degree of excellence by
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being community leaders and
proponents for the Greek system
and the good it can do," Clements
said. "This honor is a step toward
that goal."
Phi Sigma Kappa, which has 31
active members, has participated
in many events the past year that
have helped to benefit the community, including planning for
the Care-a-thon, participating in
all Greek events and making
their house a haunted house during Halloween for the community. The money raised from the
haunted house benefited The
Link.
Clements said he agreed that
the fraternity has done a lot for
the community by accumulating
over 900 hours of community
service in the last year.
Both Clements and Collier said
they agreed being a member of
the fraternity has had many
benefits.
"Being involved gives you a
little bit of the real world and an
opportunity for leadership,"
Collier said. "You meet a great
group of friends and get out of
the experience what you put into
it."
Clements said the benefits of
being involved in a fraternity are
the leadership opportunities,
learning to work with and live
with different people and time
management. He also said he has
learned the true meaning of the
word "fraternity."

"The true meaning of the word
'fraternity' is to have brothers
and to be a brother," he said. "I
have learned how to be a great
brother and friend."

"Being involved gives
you a little bit of the
real world and an
opportunity for
leadership. You meet
a great group of
friends and get out of
the experience what
you put into it."
Tim Collier
director of community affairs for
Phi Sigma Kappa

Phi Sigma Kappa also does not
have the traditional pledge
system, Clements said.
"We have a new member program where we have a 365-day
rush," he said. "We meet people
throughout the year and incorporate new members all year
round."
The fraternity received an award from their national chapter
recently as the most Improved
chapter of Phi Sigma Kappa.
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Red Dog foams to the top

Late night treat

Students select new beer as superior choice
red and white design and the liamson said. "It's comparable to
large red bulldog head on every all the ice beers. I can see myself
bottle. The beer is made at the drinking this."
Plank Road Brewery in MilWilliamson and Kish both said
Some University students can't waukee, the same brewery that
they like Red Dog because it
stop yapping about Red Dog produces Icehouse beer.
beer. Red Dog was recently
doesn't have a bad aftertaste.
"Red Dog is the stuff that
voted the best beer in Bowling
fueled me during Thanksgiving
"This is the only beer where
Green.
break," Kish said. "I went on a the last sip actually tastes good,"
■Red Dog is
week-long binge and drank noth- Kish said. "Sometimes you get to
awesome," said
ing but Red Dog."
Brian Kish, a
the bottom of a bottle of Natural
junior health
Light or Bud and it's really tough
Since
Thanksgiving,
Kish
said
to finish, but not Red Dog."
care major.
his
nickname
among
friends
at
"This is the
home has been "Big Dog."
best beer ever
Red Dog is December's beer of
the month at BW-3, on the cornir
created."
Jeff Williamson, a graduate of Wooster and S. Prospect
Red Dog, instudent in the Biology Depart- streets. General manager Scott
troduced by the
ment, said he also enjoys Red
Miller Brewing
Dog.
Company in
See RED DOG, page fourteen.
"It tastes pretty Rood," WilOctober, is recognizable by its
By Aaron Gray
The BG News

I************************* **********
*

The Hi. Newi/Rosi Wcltmcr
Myles' Dairy Queen was voted "Best in BG" by students who like
their Ice cream -- and their service.

Santa Claw, elf friend
plague Midwest banks,
leave explosive devices
The Associated Press

MIDDLEBURG HEIGHTS,
Ohio - Police believe a man
dressed as Santa Claus and his
accomplice who robbed a savings
and loan office
were involved
in four other
holdups across
the Midwest.
The men
threatened
local i- in ployees with a
bomb and tossed the explosive device on
the floor. The device did not detonate.
Authorities have notified offi-

cials in Ohio and other states to
be on the lookout for the bandits,
whose calling card is leaving a
fake bomb at the entrance of
bank doors.
The robbery In this Cleveland
suburb on Friday was different
because the robbers left a real
bomb that was equivalent to one
stick of dynamite, said police
Chief John Maddox.
The FBI said the men fled with
an undisclosed amount of cash
from the Third Federal Savings
and Loan Association branch.
They drove away in a station wagon without license plates.
Based on the robbers' description and method of operation,
police think the bandits may be
responsible for robberies in Cincinnati, Columbus, Kansas City
and Omaha, Neb., Maddox said.
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Alice Kruk
Jennifer Newman
Kelly McNamara
Tanya Gawrilow
Molly Mapes
Shannon Boulton
Lisa Schumaker
Kelly Kucsma
Jen Hanna
Beth Flaherty
Tracl Martine
Leslie Kucsma
Ashley Truman
Jenneth Rospert
Sherri Minich
Rebecca Strauss
Shannon Maisch
Jodi Spencer
Chad Hamman
Amy Barr
Amy Beck
Jamison Grime
Amy Banfield
Molly Geiger
Sarah DeLoye
Kary Takach
Julie Josche
Sally Watkins
Carrie Recker
Bridget Frank
Jullie Miller
Janet Risner
Tina D'Amico
Brianna Creech
Emily Vano
Anne Papcke
Stacy Lenartowicz
Katie Molnar
Jennifer Booker
Jennifer Delost
Jessy Sponseler
Josh Dziadkowicz
Erin Bryan
Kristine Jaeb
Colleen Bale
Candy Bonnett

Jennifer Boczek *
Susan Stanich *
CONGRATULATIONS
Gina Staccone *
Beth Ward *
TO THE 1995
April Cruz *
ORIENTATION
AlanGrottle
*
STAFF
Jennifer Yarhouse *
Heather Ginnan *
Meridith Tremain A
Amy Frank .
Lori Noall
Kelly Smith *
Lisa Terwilliger *
Stacy White *
Julie Cachat *
Karen Reiter *
Lindsey Toschlog ^
Elizabeth Quinn
Sheri Stauffer
Sally Attia
RioOsterfeld *
J.T. Neuffer
Alison Polley *
Susan Wisecup
Lori Mayer *
Matt Darrah
Jennifer Donahue *
Jessica Stoltman
LisaKlitz *
Elizabeth
Julie Fisher *
Thomberry
Laura Roth .
Katherine Kanta
Dianne Grossi
Kelley Conley
Megan Harris
Lisa Sayles
Tiffany Good *
Todd Phelps
Laurie Stems *
Sally Ann Davidson
Santana Vonthron *
Holly Clark
Nick Sharma +
Erin DeWerff
Pam Buxton ^
Kim DeTardo
Angela Amburgey
Sean Taylor
Jen Ingrao
Heather Cooper
Tanya Bennitt *
Debbie DeSantis
Ray Luttner *
Bethany Hodakievic.
Christine Gebnar •
Christy Scultz
Trade Shisila *
Tina Dietrich
Elizabeth Mattera *
Angela Young
Michelle Novotnak .
Christa Schmmel
Laura Brake
Amy Ellenberger
DeAnna Stam *
Karen Delagrange
Nicole Dodero *
Maria Becher
Shauna Holton *
Vanessa Lianas
Jodi Brubaker *
Amy Ligman
************ *********
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RED DOG

Best bar

Continued from page thirteen.
Bruney said customer response
has been excellent.

y's 1-800 number and the Red
Dog logo.

Richard Lalley, director of new
business development at Miller,
said a lot of beer drinkers like to
collect the different caps and
compare the sayings. Currently
there are 30 different caps, with
more being planned for the fuSayings underneath the caps ture.
include "This dog won't bite,"
Lalley said Miller is pleased
"Jump through hoops," "Why are
you reading this?" and others. with Red Dog's new popularity.
Some caps just have the compan"Consumer and retailer acceptance of Red Dog has been really
positive," Lalley said. "It was the
best new product introduction
we've ever had."
"The bottles of Red Dog have
been going really well," Bruney
said. "It's not something that's
advertised, but every bottle cap
has a saying underneath it, and a
lot of people look for those."

Red Dog has been running a
large advertising campaign on
television, radio and In print, Lalley said. The advertisements for
the beer ask the question, "Are
you going to like Red Dog? Hey,
It's your call."

Howards Club on Main Street was voted the "Best Bar ID BG" by students.
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High school dropout
rates rise dramatically
The Associated Press
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CINCINNATI - The high school dropout rate In Cincinnati Public
Schools has reached 44.4 percent, more than 10 percent greater than
in the 1987-88 school year.
"It's not a rate that we're in any way proud of," said Kathleen Ware,
the school system's director of quality improvement.
School administrators trying to analyze the latest figures found
that the students who drop out usually are those who were held back,
so they are the oldest In their class. Many of the dropouts also are
students who have had a history of truancy.
"I left because I had fouled up three years in school and I knew
sooner or later I'd leave," said Tim Cox, 17, who dropped out of Withrow High School two weeks ago.
"Last year, I missed a couple of days of school a week. I got behind
and I couldn't catch up. I didn't want to be in classes where I was
usually older than the rest of the kids. That felt strange."
Cox has since entered a program to get his general equivalency diploma.
The national dropout rate has risen from 4.9 percent in 1992 to S.2
percent in 1993, according to the Council of Great City Schools, a
consortium of the nation's largest urban districts.
But because there is no uniform formula to calculate dropout rates,
the two figures cannot be accurately compared.

Chicago* Chicago* Chicago'
Join \sfta& for a fun - filled Long Weekend in the

254 Winss
504 Doss
Beer Specials
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WE Feature:
• 47 different sandwiches.
• Homemade soups, salads, & desserts
• Appetizers. • Over 71 Domestic and Imported
lleer's
We An- Open Seven Days a Week to set
Carry out Services Available.
Downtown Howling Green .

REAL WINDY CITY

Jan. 13 -16
$95.00 (Transportation and Lodging)
Sign up by Dec. 16th in the viiffi© Office

for more info call 372-2343
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Military officials California tax collector
argue 'don't ask,deals with life's hurdles
don't tell' policy
The Associated Press

By Kim I. Mills
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Marine Cpl.
Kevin Blaesing thought his sessions with a military psychologist were confidential, so he told
her he was questioning his sexual
orientation.
As the session ended, the counselor said she believed she was
required to tell his commanding
officer. Blaesing was charged
with violating the "don't ask,
don't tell" policy that subjects
homosexuals in the military to
possible discharge if they reveal
their sexual orientation.
A board voted 2-1 to kick Blaesing out of the Marines. But the
decision was overturned on appeal at the Charleston, S.C., Naval Weapons Station.
Since then, however, a new
commander has taken charge
and he gave Blaesing a low reenlistment recommendation.
Blaesing's lawyer contends that
the commander is retaliating because he believes the corporal is
gayMichelle Benecke, a former
Army officer and co-director of
the Servicemembers Legal Defense Network, says the Blaesing
case is a clear example of how
the new policy is worse than the
one President Clinton abandoned
after taking office in 1993.
The Clinton policy bars the military from questioning personnel
or recruits to determine their
sexual orientation. But it also
calls for discharges of those who
state their sexual orientation and
cannot subsequently prove they
wouldn't engage In homosexual
conduct.
"Under the old policy, this case
wouldn't have gone, anywhere
because [Blaesing] did not say, I
am gay,'" said Benecke, whose

nationwide organization has advised some 200 people accused
under the new policy of homosexual conduct or who claim harassment. "Under the new policy,
a gay statement is a statement
that you're gay ... or it's this nebulous thing called a nonverbal
statement of one's orientation."
The patient-doctor confidentiality that Blaesing relied upon
does not apply in the military
services, "and the reason is for
one of mission readiness," said
MaJ. Tom Schultz, a Pentagon
spokesman
In a case like Blaesing's,
Schultz said the counselor would
have to report the individual and
the commander would be dutybound to consider discharge.
But Peter Tepley, Blaesing's
attorney, said he thought his
client had not stated a sexual
orientation and therefore, should
not have faced discharge.
"If people want to tell, they
know where the mess hall is, they
know where the commander's office is," he said.
Tepley said the policy defines
"telling" as a statement "that a
reasonable person would believe
indicates the speaker's propensity to engage in homosexual
acts."
"Our position is and the evidence at his hearing showed
there was no intent to convey
that. Therefore the policy wasn't
violated."
The Marine inspector general's
office Investigated Blaesing's
low re-enlistment rating and said
earlier this month that it could
not substantiate the bias allegations, according to Tepley.
The inspector general has offered to extend Blaesing's enlistment for one year, after
which he will be re-evaluated,
Tepley said.

SANTA ANA, Calif. -- The man
whose investments produced the
largest governmental bankruptcy in U.S. history has never let
life's hurdles bar his path.
Robert L. Citron is a Democrat
in solidly Republican Orange
County, yet he won election as
county tax collector and treasurer seven times beginning in
1970.
He's described as "honest as
the day is long," a man who could
stand up to "the Wall Street
sharks."
When state law kept him from
using borrowed money to buy se-

curities for the county investment pool, representing 185
local governments and agencies,
he got the law changed.
That change began an investing strategy that averaged 10
percent returns for 15 years.
County Supervisor William
Steiner told the Los Angeles
Timeson Saturday that he was
told losses from the investment
pool have reached at least $2 billion. County officials have
already started trimming spending items, including youth programs and public works projects.

sional ego.
A county audit last year found
he had overstepped his authority
with junk bond and foreign investments, and that he made
some deals solely to keep federal
regulators off the back of his
lead brokerage, Merrill Lynch &
Co.
Unflinching, Citron replied
that "risky," "unusual" and
"prudent" as used in the audit
were "difficult for us to objectively evaluate."
"The current management
style, although not the norm for
county government, is the best
Along the way to this debacle. one for the treasurer-tax collecCitron sprouted quite a profes- tor."
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Buckeyes surprise
BG hockey squad
By John Boyle
The BG News
COLUMBUS -- Bowling Green
experienced its best and worst
moments of the hockey season in
a two-day span.
Just 24 hours after the Falcons
supplanted Michigan State as the
league leader with a convincing
6-2 victory at the Ice Arena on
Friday, they blew an early twogoal lead in a 4-3 non-conference
loss to Ohio State Saturday at the
OSU Ice Rink.
Mike Johnson's second shorthanded goal of the season against
the Buckeyes at the 7:42 mark of
the first period gave BG a seemingly commanding lead over the
less talented Buckeyes.
"Up 2-0 had us believing that
we were just gonna roll over
these guys, and that just wasn't
the case," said center Kevin
Lune, who scored his seventh
goal of the season late in the
third period.
"You've got to give them credit
because they never died at all.
They played a good second
period, and we didn't capitalize
on any chances," Lune said.
OSU's Todd Compeau tied the
game at 2-2 during that second
period with a five on three
power-play goals at the 4:57
mark.
The Buckeyes took their first
lead of the game with 12:25 left In
the game when Sean Sutton's
backhanded flip found its way
through traffic in front and goaltender Bob Petrie's legs.

BG got the equalizer with 5:28
left when defenseman Kelly Perrault, the CCHA's top-scoring defenseman, thwarted a Buckeye
clearing attempt at the left point
and found Lune unchecked just
inside the left circle.
But the Buckeyes, who played
well in the confines of their smaller 185-by- 85 rink, got the game
winner at 17:39 when Compeau
scored his second of the game on
a rebound from the left circle.
"Ohio State did a good job," BG
head coach Buddy Powers said.
"They went into a 1-2-2 and always had three or four guys
back. They defended their net
well, and [Curt] Brown was good
when we had the opportunities."
The Falcons had plenty of
those opportunities over the last
1:08 when they pulled Petrie in
favor of an extra attacker but
couldn't solve Brown.
"As much as we emphasized,
'there's no such thing as a bad
shot in this rink, and go to the net
out of the corners,' we didn't
shoot the puck," head coach
Buddy Powers said.
The Falcons did have 42 shots
on net but were always looking
for the extra pass or the perfect
play.
"We kept looking for a better
play on the power play and five
and five," Powers said. "And
then you look for a better play
and it's not there because of the
size of the rink."
The victory snapped a 13-game
winlcss streak for the Buckeyes.
See HOCKEY, w «„„,„,,
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Bowling Green's Jamie Williams tries to corral the puck from , Michigan State player Friday night.
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Zinger making
tnove for Hobey
» Pat Murphy
Mfie BC News
IHobey's heroes have spoken.
One loudly, the other softly.
Kri.-u] Holzinger roared into
Hobey Baker, hockey's Henan, race with another sound
ne leading BG to a 6-2 victory
Hker conference leader Michigan
.Itate.
■"We wanted power versus
fewer, skill versus skill. We just
Hbited to go out and play hockey
(gainst each other and let the
best line win," Holzinger added.
Spartan center Anson Carter
went silently into the winter
■It);!, as the BC defense held the
|Berall league goal leader to one
*6ist
- "Ziiicer and Carter -- there are
^■t too many guys better in ool.lege hockey," B(J head ixvich
HEddy Powers said.
VHolzinger ended the chatter
*»er the two Hobey Baker award
^Tididates with a goal and two
Bists on the evening to secure a
sp on the league scoring lead,
i ISth goal of the season came
11 rue Holzinger fashion.
ess than two minutes into the
»rd period, with BG up 4-0 and
: Spartans rallying on a power
By. Holzinger took a feathery
■s from Curtis Fry down the
t wing.
Vith two powerful strides, he
ew past the MSU defense and
I the puck under Spartan goaMike Buzak. The shorttided goal gave the Falcons a
nmanding 5-0 lead and a brief
to stay at first place in the
CHA.
f'l knew if I got the puck I
uld beat that defenseman,"

Holzinger said. "Curtis did a
great job getting the puck wide,
and I just tried to turn on the jets
and cut across the net. That is my
strong side coming across on my
backhand; it worked out good for
me."
Holzinger's "jets" fired twice
in the second period. With the
Falcons on the power play he
gathered a loose puck, skated to
the center and fed Tom Glantz,
who blasted a one-timer past Buzak. Later in the period he and
Dale Crombeen assisted on Kelly
Perrault's power-play goal.
BG held "The Ansonator" in
check for the first time this
season. In the two previous
contests, both 6-3 Spartan victories, he scored four goals and added one assist for five points.
"They [Carter's line] are the
backbone of their team. Holding
them is a big part of why we
won," Fry said.
Falcon defenseman Quinn
Fair's work was instrumental in
controlling Carter. Fair spent
most of the game running Carter
into the boards or getting in his
face.
"[The coaches] told me I have
to play tough because that was
one of the aspects of my game.
They said every time I get a
chance, get in his face and try to
get him off his game," Fair said.
"Other than that power-play
goal, they didn't have anything
all night. I got in Carter's face a
lot, said some things to him, got a
little verbal going," he added.
Holzinger leads the CCHA In
scoring with 14 goals and 26
points. The only other Falcon to
win the Hobey Baker award was
George McPhee in 1981-82.

HOCKEY
Continued from page sixteen.

The nonconference loss drops
BG to 11-5 overall. But the Falcons remain atop the CCHA
standings with Michigan.
"It doesn't affect us in the
league standings," Powers said.
"It's going to affect us in the
national picture, but when you
can't come down and win a game
like this..."

** *

Bowling Green broke open a
1-0 game with three power-play
goals in the second period in Friday's victory over the Spartans.
Tom Glantz, Kelly Perrault and
Dale Crombeen scored in BG's
second-period outburst.
BG extended its advantage to
5-0 early in the third period on a
Brian Holzinger short-handed
goal.
"Special teams always play the
major role when we play a team
like Michigan State," said right

wing Mike Johnson, who assisted
on BG's sixth goal.
The Falcons' defensive corps -Perrault, Brandon Carper, Quinn
Fair, Chad Ackerman, Matt Eldred and Todd Kelman - played

well throughout and shut down
the potent Michigan State
offense.
BG goaltendcr Will Clarke
stopped 24-26 shots in raising his
record to 6-0 this season.

Scoreboard
Hockey
Friday's Box
Michigan State
0 0 2 2
Bowling Green
13 2 6
First-l.BG. Glantz 11 (Crombeen.
Lunc)9 44. Second- 2.BG. Glantz 12
(Brian Holzinger. Fry) 1:09 ppg. 3.BG.
Perrault 7(Cromhcen. Brian Hol/mgcr)
7:11 ppg. 4.BG. Crombeen 4(Fry,
Perrault) 15:51 ppg.Third- 5.BG. Brian
Holzinger l5(Fry) 1:47 sh. 6.MSU.
Guolla 7(Smith. Carter) 2:46 ppg. 7.BG.
Hall 5(Johnson. Clark) 5:()4 8.MSU.
Slater I(Tuzzolino. Clarke) 11:38.
Shots- BG 36(12-16-8) MSU 26(8-99)Goalies- BG. Clarke (26 shots - 24

saves) MSU. Buzak (31 shots - 25
saves) Alban (5 shins - 5 savestA- 4.488
Saturday's Bo*
Ohio State
112 4
Bowling Green
2 0 13
First- l.BG. Carper 2(Fr>) 2:42. 2.BG.
Johnson 9(llall. Carper) 7:42 sh. 3.
OSU. Schaflnil KGuilbault. DiPasquo)
11 54 Second 4. OSU, Compcau 6
(DiPasquo) 4:57 ppg.Third-5. OSU.
SultOH 4(Cousineau) 7:35. 6.BG. Lune
7(Perrault) 14:32 7.0SU. Compeau 7
(McMillan) l7:39.Shots-BG 42(18-10l4)OSU28(ll-5l2)Goalies- BG.
Petne (28 shots - 24 saveslOSU.Brown
(42 shots-39 saves) A- 895

...the demand for natural resources
needed to produce new books.
...books sold back by other students.
...your used books and your money.
your books for cash and help meet the
demand for them next term.
Bring all your used books to:

the University Bookstore
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5-8
8:00 - 6:00
9
8:00 - 5:00
10
9:00-5:00
12 -15....8:00 - 6:00
16
8:00-5:00

the University Union
since 1964

Dec. 12 -15

9:00 - 4:00

Dec. 16

9:00 - 3:00

TEXTS WITH NO VALUE WILL BE DONATED TO THE BOOKS ABROAD PROGRAM FOR USE IN OTHER COUNTRIES
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Freshman guard sparks BG Basketball team
with long distance shooting blows by Loyola
By Marty Fuller
The BC News

While shooting the lights out
against Loyola on Saturday,
Denny Amrhein found himself in
the spotlight.
Amrhein, a freshman guard,
introduced himself to Falcon
fans by pouring in a game-high
22 points on 8-11 shooting. Even
more impressive was his shooting from behind the three-point
stripe. He hit 6-8 from downtown,
including his first five.
"It was just one of those days
for shooting," Amrhein said. "I
was getting open shots, and people were getting it to me."
Along with getting a lot of open
shots, Amrhein acquired a lot
more playing time because of
Antonio Daniels' hip injury.
Although he only averaged 12
minutes in the Falcons' previous
four contests, Amrhein logged 33
against Loyola. He used the playing time to grow a little more accustomed to college-level ball.
"During our first game I was
very nervous, but as our games

progressed I gained more confidence," Amrhein said. "The guys
are bigger and stronger. The
point guards, the 2 guards and
the 3 guards, are all quick. That
took a couple of games to get
used to.
"Antonio always tells me to
think about playing hard, playing
good and I'll get more playing
time," Amrhein added.
"During the early part of practice what impressed us the most

lished himself right away on the
defensive side of the floor. We
knew from watching him play in
high school what an outstanding
three-point shooter he is," head
coach Jim Larranaga said.
Amrhein, who played at Toledo
St. John's, balanced the rest of
the Falcons' shooting from the
outside during their contest with
the Ramblers. The rest of the BG
bombers were flat, connecting on
only 1-12 from behind the arc.
Amrhein started his target
practice early to get the Falcons
"It was just one of
back into the game after trailing
14-6. Within three minutes, he
those days for
drilled three long balls to knot
shooting. I was
the contest at 17.
He started the second half the
getting open shots,
same way by scoring eight of the
and people were
Falcons' first 12 markers to put
BG ahead 47-40.
getting it to me."
"Denny's ability, once we
penetrated and kicked it back out
Denny Amrhein to him, to hit the open three poinBG guard ter really helped us out," Larranaga said.
Amrhein also snared four rewas his defense. He guards the bounds and dished out four asball real well, so he really estab- sists.

GNEABOOK
THEYCANT

PUTDOWN.

Here's one book they'll consume from cover
to cover. Even if they're loo young lo read. "Cause it
means a trip lo ihcir favoritcplacc. for some of their
favorite food. McDonald's' Gift Certificates. Jusl SI .00
each, or a book of 5 for S5.
Whether you'll be giving them for
Christmas one at a time, or by The book,
pulling down ihis thriller won't be easy.

1470 EAST WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN

By Mike Kazlmorc
The BC News

After a slow start, the men's
basketball team kicked its
offense into high gear and rolled to a 79-59 victory over
Loyola
With the win, the Falcons
unproved to 4-1 on the season.
The Ramblers, losing their
second straight contest, dipped to 2-2 this year.
Bowling Green used an aggressive offensive attack to
outscore Loyola 31-8 in the
opening 16 minutes of the second half to turn a 38-35 deficit
into a comfortable 66-46 lead.
Most of the Falcons' offense
came from easy baskets after
grabbing offensive rebounds.
James Cerisier and Shane
Kline-Ruminski led BG's work
on the glass.
"I thought James Cerisier
did a great job as soon as he
came in; he was all over the
glass," Larranaga said. "That
tends to have the domino effect."
"Eighteen offensive boards
has to be some kind of record," Loyola head coach Ken
Burmelster said. "Our guys
just aren't strong enough to
play with those kinds of bodies.
"They shot some wild shots
and went to the glass and put it
back in. When you have better
players, that's not a bad thing
to do."
"We are playing a lot better
in the second half," Denny
Amrhein said. "Our offense
has been a lot better.
For as much success as BG
had after Intermission, it

''-

struggled in the opening
minutes of the contest. In fact,
it took nearly five minutes before the Falcons finally solved
Loyola's zone defense and
broke into the scoring column.
"The start of the game was
really my fault," BG head
coach Jim Larranaga said.
"The players did exactly what
I wanted them to do, but what
I wanted them to do was Incorrect.
"In looking at the tapes on
Loyola, I thought their zone
was a little more compact. I
didn't think they were playing
the passing lanes as much as
they did. So when we tried to
pass the ball by the zone they
gambled and stole some of
those passes."
While the Falcons were
struggling to find the bottom
of the basket, Loyola was converting easy layups at the
other end of the floor.
"When you're facing a zone
when you shoot the ball, you
have to go search your man
out," Larranaga said. "It was
very difficult to get our matchups correct. At half time the
players really locked into
what they needed to do and did
a great job."
With starting point guard
Antonio Daniels out with a hip
injury, freshman Denny Amrhein was called upon to lead
BG's offense. Amrhein responded with a career-high
22-point effort Amrhein did
most of his damage from behind the three-point arc, connecting on six triples.
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omen fall to Nebraska Women's hockey

jpy Scott Brown
Brie BG News

commandingly, 19-4. The lead ex- bests for Aarden, and both are
tended to as much as 19 before the best against the Falcons in
Bowling Green mounted a come- recent memory.
■ The Inconsistency that has back. An 11-2 run helped the FalBothered Bowling Green worn cons inch back to the half t i me tie.
The Falcons' shooting imHi's basketball coach Jaci Clark
proved over previous games,
The Cornhuskers started the particularly from three-point
Hid her team all season came
ck to haunt them again on Sat - second half much as they did the range. For the game, they were
first, with a 12-2 run that put 2044 from the floor (45 percent),
ay night.
[ The Falcons fell behind by as Bowling Green behind the eight- converting half of their threeas 19 in-the first half, ball once again. The Falcons point shots in the process (6-12).
tiled back to a half time tie, but were unable to come back this Kulics and Puthoff each had
I watched the game slip away time, however. The Falcons three of the treys. Puthoff hit all
[in as the home-standing Ne- never seriously threatened after three of her attempts.
ska Cornhuskers garnered a that.
J-68 victory over Bowling
Nebraska missed on all 17 of its
at Nebraska's DeVaney
Michelle Shade and Sara Puth- three-point attempts, but overoff each had 14 points to lead the came that by hitting nearly twoiter.
| Bowling Green now stands 2-3 Bowling Green cause. Jenny Ku- thirds of their shots (30-46) from
i the season. They now have a lics added 13 points, while Miche- two-point range.
ek off for finals and to prepare lle Terry grabbed a team-high 20
The womens' Christinas break
r an invasion by the nationally- rebounds.
schedule includes the game with
nked Georgia Bulldogs next
Bowling Green was unable to Georgia Dec. 19, followed by an[Nebraska, one of the best control Nebraska's M center other non-league game Dec. 21 at
i in the Big Eight, improves Pyra Aarden. Aarden scored 36 Illinois State. The MAC schedule
pouits on 15-20 shooting while kicks off Jan. 4 at Western MichI 7-2 on the year.
[Nebraska scored 19 of the grabbing 20 off the glass. Both of igan followed by a game at home
ne's first 23 points to go ahead those numbers constitute career against Kent on Jan. 7.

Only $1,722.92. Or about $33.1 month '

defeats Buckeyes
contributing reporter
The women's club hockey
team started its home game
season by demolishing Ohio
State.
Karen Guilbault started off
the Falcons with a quick goal.
Guilbault and Christy Doer
inner ended the game with
three goals apiece, while
Sharon Spaeth scored one
goal. The squad won the first
contest 7-0.
The Falcons had a tougher
time but still went on to win
the second game of the
doubleheader by a score of
34).
Jennifer Rypel scored the
first goal, while Doeringer tallied the other two.
One penalty was given to

Spaeth for roughing, while
OSU improved its play In the
second game.

"The second game
was a little tougher.
Jennifer Apt
BG club hockey member
BG barely had the edge on
the ice to take the victory but
managed to pull out a win.
"The second game was a
little tougher, but thanks to
the crowd's participation we
were able to pull it out," Jennifer Apt said.
"They definitely were a big
help.

Before you need to make a single
payment, Mercury will have
orbited the sun, your New Year's
resolutions will have been broken
and the love of your life will have
come and gone at least three times.
> j
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Steelers win with defense, again
By Alan Robinson
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH - Not even the
inventor of the Steel Curtain defense could devise a way to beat
the best Pittsburgh Steelers team
since the 1970s.
The Steelers, shut out for three
quarters by Philadelphia defensive coordinator Bud Carson's
ingenious mix of blitzes and
changing coverages, scored
twice in less than two minutes of
the fourth quarter to beat the
fading Eagles 14-3 Sunday.
Andre Hastings scored his first
NFL touchdown and John L. Williams, taking over as the
Steelers' feature back with Barry
Foster and Bam Morris injured,
scored 1:48 apart to prevent an
upset that would have revived
the Eagles' playoff hopes.
Helped by yet another fourthquarter error by Randall Cunningham, who passed for only" 59
yards, the Steelers (11-3) won
their sixth in a row and now will
play Cleveland (10-4) next Sunday in Three Rivers Stadium for
the AFC Central title.

Pittsburgh's start is its best
since the 1979 Steelers - the last
of their four Super Bowl champions teams - had the same record.
With Cunningham throwing yet
another critical fourth-quarter
interception, the Eagles (7-7)
never did find an offense while
losing their fifth in a row, and
now must beat the Giants and
Bengals to make the playoffs.
Carson, the coordinator of the
Steel Curtain defense still regarded as the best in NFL history, made it tough on the Steelers
and quarterback Neil O'Donnell,
who completed only 14 of his
first 31 passes into rotating
Eagles' coverages and a stiff
20-mph breeze.
But after the Eagles punted for
the eighth consecutive possession and with regulars Eric
Green (hip) and Morris (ankle)
injured, the Steelers drove 83
yards for the go-ahead score with
O'Donnell finding Hastings on an
18-yard touchdown pass with
10:04 remaining.
Hastings, who had played little
since being benched at midsea-

son, and Williams accounted for
all but two yards on the drive.
Williams rushed for 28 yards and
caught a 14-yard pass and Hastings made a 27-yard catch on
third-and-16 from the Steelers'
48 to keep the drive going.
Hastings was playing only because Yancey Thigpen, the
Steelers' most reliable receiver
in the second half of the season,
had dropped four passes.

Cunningham, who has thrown
costly interceptions in the past
five Eagles' losses, did it again on
the next play from scrimmage by
overthrowing Calvin Williams
over the middle, with Darren
Perry making his seventh interception.
Williams, who moved from
fullback to halfback when Morris
injured his left ankle in the third
quarter, ran for 16 yards on the

next play, then scored from the 3
two plays later with 8:16 remaining. Williams finished with 94
yards on 20 carries, the most
since he signed with Pittsburgh
as a free agent.
Bubby Blister, the former
Steelers quarterback who unsuccessfully lobbied Eagles coach
Rich Kotite to start, warmed up
on the sidelines but never got in

Philadelphia quarterback Randall Cunningham is sacked during Sunday's game against Pittsburgh.
Cunningham threw another fourth quarter interception that was crucial to the 14-3 Steeler victorv over
the Eagles.

Time Is Running Out
little CafisaryCR,?)Fizza!Pl2zar
NEW!
Lunch Time!
COMBOg.

1 EXPIRE
EXPIRES 12-24-M

113 Railroad St.
"Quality Off Campus Housing"'

WITH CHEESE A 1 TOPPING
ADD TOP P i+l 5 OH r *TTU CMMtl
roam EACH

2 MEDIUMS

$7.99

2 LARGES

$10.99

VAI>0 ONLY WilH COOPOH ■ EXPIKS I
Baby
2
/jatPanlPanls"
(f)»fegiEr
Slices V2? and a L
and a 16 oz.
16 oz. . DELIVERY'SPECIALS
[rink!
sot
soft drink!
soft drink!1
1 LARGE
I
PEPPERONI PIZZA

$-199

R.E. Management

DELIVERY SPECIALS
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gC Oq CRAZY BREAD
*0D TOfftOS OH til ft CMf f SI
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• Campus Manor* Rockledge Manor* 640 Eighth St.*313 N. Main*
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Virginia edges Indiana in title game
■avaliers stretch
postseason unbeaten
Streak to 27 games
|Tom Foreman
; Associated Press

3AVIDSON, N.C. -- AJ. Wood
Bed a career's worth of frusItion in the Final Four and set a
ord in the process as Virginia
an unprecedented fourth
light NCAA men's soccer
npionship by beating Indiana
(Sunday.
Vood scored his 13th goal In
competition against the
siiTs, but it was his first
er three previous Final Fours
[which he'd failed to score.
lone goal helped Virginia
|-3-l) win its fifth national title.
Uso, the Cavaliers stretched
lir postseason unbeaten streak
27 games, and their NCAA unBt en mark to 24.
he victory also gave seniors
Nate Friends, Tain Nix
I Clint Peay a clean sweep for
:ir time at Virginia.
victory was a partial reeve for Mike Fisher. The allntic Coast Conference perner and Virginia's thirdding scorer, received a redI disqualification and sat out
t tournament.
Virginia also managed to win
(title without a Final Four goal
i Friends, who had all five of
team's goals in last year's
tiifinals and finals.
ndiana (23-3-0) was going for
| first title since 1988, when it
t Howard 1-0.
fix got the ball along the left
eline and sent a crossing pass
ird Brandon Pollard inside
box. He passed to Wood,
: shot rolled inside the left
t and past Indiana goalie Scott
ifai.

AP ptMo/nir ph«.

Virginia extended 111 NCAA tournament winning streak to 24 games
and woo Its fourth coasecutive national championship with a 1-0 victory over I nd lana Sunday at Davidson College.
The Hooslers took 11 shots at
Virginia goalie Mark Peters,
three of them within two minutes
late in the second half. His final
crucial save came in the 57th
minute, when Harry Weiss took a
cross from John Vanbuskirk to
the right of the goal mouth.
Peters stuffed the shot just in
front of the post and cradled the

HOLIDAY

ball.

The two schools now lay claim
to a combined seven championships and 13 appearances in the
national final.
The tournament ended its
three-year run at Davidson College with a record attendance of
23,881. Sunday's crowd totaled
12,033.

6<iy>6c»

EARN YOUR FAVORITE HALLMARK PRODUCTS.
FREE WHEN YOU USE THE GOLD CROWN CARD.
iecause you're always thinking of others with Hallmark cards and gifts,
we think you deserve to be thought of too.

0

5
■8

That's why you can now receive reward certificates good toward
Hallmark greeting cards, wrap, ornaments and more.

Gen's Hallmark
840 S. Main
Come in today for your card!

TONY PACKO'S
NATIONAL GIFTLINE
| Tony Packo's Cata gift certificates
1-800-366-4218
art perfect for ycur
favorite people or a gift your
parents caa order tor you!
FESTIVE PARTY
I Call the Tony Packo's Gift Hotline
RESERVATION HOTLINES:
about gift certifIcale*
and other coal merchandise
FRONT STREET/41 9-691-6054
from the famous
SHVANIA/41 9-885-4500
Tony Packo's Cale.
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German ends U.S. Giants snap losing skid
run in World Cup with victory over Cincy
By The Associated Press

LAKE LOUISE. Alberta -- Katja Seizinger of Germany ended
the U.S. women's run of World
Cup victories Sunday. She didn't
end their run of success, though.
Seizinger, the Olympic downhill champion, won the World
Cup super-G race at Lake Louise,
while Picabo Street of Sun Valley, Idaho was tied for third.
"Wow, that was a wild ride!"
said Street, who won the Olympic
silver medal in the downhill at
Lillehammer last winter. "It was
really choppy and rough.
"I was bouncing all over the
place, but I'm skiing more confidently in super-G, believing in
myself and that I can make some
of those big turns."
In three previous downhill
races on the women's World Cup
tour, Street had won one of them,
and teammate Hilary Lindh of
Juneau, Alaska, won the other
two.
Lindh's second victory came
Saturday and marked the first
time U.S. skiers had won three
straight World Cup downhills.
"This is just incredible, just incredible," Lindh said.
Seizinger won with a time of 1
minute 11.58 seconds, .32 ahead
of Heidi Zeller-Baehler of Swit-

zerland.
Street and Martina F.rtl of
Germany each had 1:12.47.
"I had a couple of people come
over before the race and tell me
this was my kind of hill, so that
gave me some confidence,"
Street said. "Everything helps, of
course.
"It was good to have that sun
come out. You know me: a fairweather skier," she said.
Street won Friday's downhill in
similar weather, bright sunshine
and 18-degree temperatures.
"It was a little trick with the
sun and shadows, but I just held
on and let the skis go," she said.
The winner of each race
earned $10,000. Second place was
worth $6,500and third $3,500.
Women's downhill and super-G
coach Ernst Hager said Street
was well ahead of the pace he'd
hoped she would be on.
"For Picabo to be third In a
super-G is just outstanding,"
Hager said. "It's her best race on
the World Cup and was really a
side goal for her. We wanted improvement in downhill and
maybe something in super-G.

"She wins in downhill and is
third in super-G. She's very confident now."

Happy Holidays from
the Holly Lodge
Need A Snare Room or
Place To Studv?

$23.99

Indoor Pool
per night
Jacuzzi
Clean, Comfortable Rooms
Warm, Friendly Service

iSSgl

I Offer Valid Thru
Dec. 30
'Not valid special event
weekends

BOWLING GREEN^fc-^OHIO

BOWLING GREEN'S PREFERRED HOTEL"

By Tom Canavan
The Associated Press

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. The New York Giants finally
did something everyone else in
the NFL has done for years.
They beat the Cincinnati Bengals for the first time and kept
alive their faint playoff hopes.
The Giants did it the hard
way in winning their fourth
straight game after losing seven in a row. Rodney Hampton
scored on a 3-yard run with 40
seconds to play as the Giants
blew a 10-point fourth-quarter
lead,- then moved 66 yards in
four plays to beat the Bengals
27-20 Sunday.
Hampton also scored on a
1-yard, Dave Brown threw a
touchdown pass and Brad Daluiso kicked two field goals as
New York (7-7) snapped a fourgame home losing streak The
Giants beat the Bengals (2-12)

for the first time in five meetings.
Cincinnati didn't make it
easy and even threatened to
ruin the Giants' season.
Trailing 20-10, Corey Sawyer
picked off Brown's pass. Jeff
Blake capped a 60-yard drive
by hitting Carl Pickens on a
3-yard touchdown pass with
9:23 to play. Pickens also had a
S-yard TD in the second quarter, but saw his streak of
100-yard receiving games ended at four.
Adrian Hardy blocked Mike
Horan's punt on the following
series, giving the Bengals the
ball at the Giants' 46. Blake,
who was 17-for-37 for 200
yards, hit Darnay Scott on
passes of 8 and 16 yards and
got the Bengals to the New
York S. That set up a gametying 23-yard field goal by
Doug Pelf rey.

Dave Meggett returned the
ensuing kick to the Giants' 34
and Brown took over, hitting
Aaron Pierce for 23, Chris Oil
loway for 10 and Meggett for
12 to the Bengals' 25. On first
and-10, Sawyer was called for a
questionable pass interference
against Mike Sherrard at the
3- and Hampton scored on the
next play.
The Giants probably have lo
win their final two games to
have any chance of making the
playoffs. They play at Philadelphia next Sunday and close
on Christmas Eve at home
against Dallas.
New York took advantage of
a 22-29 mph wind in the second
quarter to open a 17-7 half time
lead. A little crossing pattern
that Sherrard turned into a
53-yard gain set up Hampton's
short run for a 7-0 lead.

Golden Gophers hammer
Rams with second half run
By Ron Lesko
The Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS - Townsend
Orr scored 13 of his 17 points in
the first half, and a key basket in
the second to lead No. 12 Minnesota to a 90-65 victory Sunday
over Rhode Island.
Orr scored 11 points in the
final 12:36 of the first half as the

Golden Gophers (6-0) blew open a
51-27 halftime lead in their first
game since Dec. 1. The Rams
(3-2) scored 13 straight points
early in the second half, and
closed to 59-47 on a basket by
Cuttlno Mobley with 12:43 remaining.
But Orr's layup started a 10-2
run that allowed Minnesota to
equal its best start in Clem Has-

Sleigh Full Of Rents
For 1995-1996!
525 E. Merry
507 E. Merry
520 E. Reed
801 - 803 Fifth
309 High
702 Fourth
320 Elm
And Many More

Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main Street
(our only office)
352-5620

kins' nine seasons, accomplished
in 1990-91 and 1992-93.
The Gophers, who host No. 13
Cincinnati on Tuesday night, haven't had a better start since the
1975-76 team was 8-0; Minnesota
was 11 -0 the following season but
had to forfeit all 27 games because of NCAA violations in previous years.
Minnesota opened the season
unranked, but won five games in
eight days, including impressive
wins in three straight days on its
way to the Great Alaska Shootout
championship.
The Gophers were tired and
played poorlv in their last game,
a 92-56 win over Central Connecticut. But with 10 days off to take
final exams, they were wellrested for their first meeting
ever with Rhode Island.
The Rams, who got 20 points
from Mobley, returned just three
players from last season's 11-16
team, and started two freshmen
and two sophomores. The Gophers started four seniors.
Minnesota led 11-6 when Mobley was called for a technical
foul five minutes into the game.
Voshon Lenard hit one of two
free throws, and Jayson Walton
scored Minnesota's next seven
points to push the margin to 19-8
two minutes later.
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No. 9 Duke downs
No. 23 Michigan
By Jim O'Connell
The Associated Press

DURHAM, N.C. - Duke won
the battle of runs against Michigan on Saturday night and kept
alive a host of streaks.
The ninth-ranked Blue Devils
endured a 24-0 run in the first
half and had their own of 14-0
and 15-0 and beat the 23rd-ranked Wolverines 69-59.
The victory was the 92nd in a
row over a non-conference opponent at home. Duke's 24th
straight in December, 14th in a
row over a Big Ten opponent and
sixth straight over Michigan.
Michigan (4-3) led 51-46 with
12:41 to play on a breakaway
dunk by Maceo Baston. That was
it for the Wolverines as far as
scoring went for the next 8:57
and the Blue Devils (5-1) ran off
15 straight points to take a
10-point lead with 3:52 lilt.
It wasn't as if Duke were ripping the nets during the run.
Four of the Blue Devils' last six
points in the run were from the
free throw line, but Michigan
never got closer than seven
points the rest of the way.
Duke had one Held goal over
the final five minutes, while
Michigan had two in the final 12
minutes.
Cherokee Parks led Duke with
16 points, while freshman Trajan

-'J0**>

Langdon added 13, nine from
3-point range, and Erik Meek had
11.
Freshman Maurice Taylor
topped the Wolverines with 15
points, while Jimmy King added
14 and Ray Jackson 10.
Barring a meeting in the NCAA
tournament, this meant the Fab
Five - Jackson, King and current
NBA players Chris Webber, Jalen Rose and Juwan Howard ~
lost all five meetings with Duke,
including the 1992 NCAA championship game.
Each team had a scoreless
stretch of longer than five
minutes in the first half, one on
top of the other.
Duke took a 28-11 lead with a
14-0 run as Michigan went 5:10
between points, missing eight
shots and committing two turnovers.
The basket that broke the
schneid was a spinning dunk by
Taylor with 9:06 left in the half,
and it also started a 24-0 run by
the Wolverines that gave them a
35-28 lead with 1:58 left.
Duke also missed eight shots in
its 8:27 scoreless drought, but the
Blue Devils added in three
missed free throws, seven turnovers and a technical foul against
coach Mike Krzyzewski.
They did close the half with a
5-0 run to make it 35-33 at halftime.

APpfcMWflkphM.

rlc Meeks slams borne two points during Duke's 69-59 win over Michigan Saturday night.

all St. beats Butler, 85-77
trailed 73-63 following a 3 poin- go.
ter by Zachary with 6:46 left in
A layup by Payne, followed by
j INDIANAPOLIS -- Steve Payne the game Marcus Cowart then Butler's Travis Trice hitting a
ored 29 points and Marcus had 6 of his 21 points as Butler Jumped left the Bulldogs trailing
(orris added 21 to lead Ball State cut its deficit to 77-75 with 1:14 to 79-77 with 39 seconds to go.
st Butler 85-77 on Saturday.
| Payne scored 14 in the first
tlf, which ended with Butler
tiling 44-35 despite shooting 64
ercent (16of-25). Butler (4-2)
!ld a 29-20 lead with 8:20 retting in the opening half. Ball
ate (4-1) then pulled ahead to
' by outscoring the Bulldogs
i-2 in the final five minutes of
Jhalf.
| Payne began the streak by hit! a jumper with 4:58 left, cut j Ball State's deficit to 33-30.
Clip this ad
>a Top Features From
I ignited a streak of nine con- |
utive points by Ball State, inGood for S2.oo
Across The Nation
puding a 3-pointer by Norris that
OFF door
■ve the Cards a 37-33 advantage
$6.00 advance
Plavgirl
Centerfold
pith 2:29 to go. Chris Miskel's
J
$8.00 at door
P
nper produced Butler's first
sket In over three minutes with
\ 12 to go and Ball State dosed
! half with two staight jumpers
8:00P.M. Wed.
College Station
r Payne and a 3-polnter by Rany
he Associated Press
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Las Vegas Style Shoi

Fornfer Chippendales

Dec. 14

1616 E. Wooster

[ Butler fell behind by as many for more info, tickets and reservations call 352-1223
17 in the second half and
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EMU surprises Wisconsin
The Associated Press
YPSILANTI, Mich. - Brian
Tolbert scored 26 points and
Eastern Michigan blew out to a
37-point lead and upset No. 14
Wisconsin 92-76 Saturday night.
Kareem Carpenter added 21
points and pulled down 18 rebounds as the Eagles successfully exploited the absence of Badger center Rashard Griffith, who
missed the game because of an
ankle Injury.
Wisconsin's Michael Finley

had a career-high 42 points, including 33 in the second half
when the Badgers almost pressed their way .back into the game.
Back-to-back 3-pointers from
Finley left Wisconsin, down 50-17
at halftime and 54-17 early in the
second half, trailing just 81-68
with 2:31 to go. But Eastern
Michigan (4-0) was able to hold
on by hitting 11 of 14 free throws
the rest of the way.
Derrick Dial and Earl Boykins
added 14 points each for Eastern
Michigan.

• Friday. December 16. 1994.
Commons and Harshman Dining
Centers closed all day. McDonald.
Kreischer and Founders Dining
Centers open through lunch. 2:00 pm.
• January 8. 1995. Founders, McDonald and
Kreischer open for dinner from 4:30-6:30 pm.
• January 9. 1995. All Dining Centers open at
their regularly scheduled breakfast meal hours.

Specialty Area Closings
UNIVERSITY FOOD OPERATIONS 372-2891
CLOSED DECEMBER 22 JANUARY 2

GALLEY
Open through Tuesday. December 13.6pm-Midnighi.
Re-open on Sunday, January 8,6pm-Mldnighi.

Finley was the only doublefigure scorer for the Badgers
(4-1). Finley's previous career
best was 36 points last season
against Missouri.
Eastern Michigan shot a
blistering 57 percent and'outrebounded Wisconsin 26-9 to open
up the huge halftime lead. In one
stretch, the Eagles hit 10 straight
shots, including four 3-pointers,
to grab a 35-7 lead.
Wisconsin, meanwhile, was an
icy 25 percent (7-for-28) from the
floor, once missing 15of 17 shots.
The Badgers did not crack
double digits until a Finley drive
made it 37-11 with 5:18 remaining
in the opening half.
Eastern Michigan opened its
biggest lead at 54-17 when Tolbert opened the second half with
a four-point play. But the Badgers used full-court pressure to
force three straight Eagle turnAP phot.Wfllc photo
overs in a 13-2 run to trim their
deficit to 61-37 when Osita Nwa- Eastern Michigan's Kareem Carpenter pulls down a rebound durum
the Eagles 92-76 romp over Wisconsin.
chukwu scored inside.

Central Michigan defeated
by late Wildcat free throws
The Associated Press

EVANSTON, III. - Jevon Johnson scored all 10 of his points on
free throws in the final 4:46 to
help Northwestern to a 73-68 win
Saturday night over Central
Michigan.

DOWNUNDER

Open through Monday. December 12,6pm-MldnlghL
Re-open on Sunday, January 8.6pm-Midmght.
GARDEN TERRACE DELI

MO\l>\Y 01\I/V SPECIAL

Open through Tuesday. December 13.2pm-11pm.
Re-open on Monday. January 9,4:30pm-l 1pm.
G.T. EXPRESS
Open through Friday, December 16.9am-2pm.
Re-open on Monday, January 9,4:30pm-MldnighL
KEEPERS SNACK BAR
Open through Tuesday, December 13. 'till Midnight.
Re-open on Monday, January 9,7pm-Midnlghl
TOWERS WEST
Open through Friday. December 9,4:306:30pm.
Re-open on Tuesday. January 10.4:306:30pm.
BERRIES
Open through Thursday. December 8.4:3O6:30pm

CHILY'S EXPRESS
Open through Friday, December 16,9am-2pm.
Re-open on Monday. January 9,4:30pm-Midnlght.

Fourteen of Northwcstern's igan (2-3) with 16, while Thomas
last 16 points came from the foul Kilgore added 15.
line.
With 11:44 left, Chamberlain's
Cedric Neloms paced the Wild- two free throws gave Northcats (3-2) with 18 points, Dewey western a 50-35 lead, its biggest
Williams had 14 and Brian of the game.
Chamberlain, 12.
But then Brown scored three
Aaron Brown led Central Mich- from 3-polnt range and Ryan
Jansen added a two-point basket
as the Chippewas shaved the deficit to 52-46.
When Kilgore converted on a
three-point play with 4:22 remaining, Central Michigan had
moved to within five, 59-54.
With 2 seconds remaining.
Brian Smith's 3-pointer brought
Central Michigan to 71-68. Johnson then hit two more free
throws.
Trailing 9-4, Northwestern
went on a 17-4 run to open a 21-13
lead.
The Wildcats led by as many as
14 points, en route to a 40-28 lead
at the half, when they outshot
Cheese & ONE Topping
Central Michigan 59 percent to
40 percent.
The meeting was the first ever
Limited
between the two school*

2
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MEDIUM
PIZZAS

Time Only

OFFER
GOOD
MONDAYS
ONLY!

353-0044
1045 N. Main
Bowling Green

■ No coupon necessary
• no other discount
with this offer
• Free delivery
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OU's list narrowed;
Scherer drops name
The Associated Press

HARRISONBURG, Va. -James Madison coach Rip
Scherer said Saturday he will not
pursue the head football coach's
job at Ohio University.
Scherer visited the school
Thursday and Friday. He contacted university President
Robert Glidden on Saturday to
tell him of his decision to withdraw. "After talking with my
family and looking at the situation here at JM U, it is in my best
interests to take my name out of
consideration at Ohio University," Scherer said in a news
release.

m

i Youngstown SUtt advanced to the Division I-AA title game for Ike fourth coasecntive year by virtue of
I its victory over Montana on Saturday. The Penguins will play Boise State for the title next Saturday In
|Huntlngton,W.Va.

oungstown St. moves on;
ill meet Boise St. in final
! Associated Press

Brungard completed the Pengkin's 6-yard run with 8:75 left In
the third period, but Montana cut uins' scoring on a 14-yard run
the margin to 21-7 when Mike with 8:30 to play.
Erhardt caught a touchdown pass
from Wilberger on a play that
The Grizzlies' last two points
covered 21 yards with 2:31 left in came on a safety with 3:51 rethe third quarter. Erhardt ended maining as Brungard was called
the game with seven receptions for intentional grounding In his
for 102 yards.
own end zone.

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio - Shawn
ton rushed for 142 yards in 26
■ies and scored twice Saturay as defending champion
youngstown State defeated Mon28-9 in the NCAA Division
(-AA semifinals.
The Penguins (13-0-1) will play
State for the division
npionship next Saturday at
ill University in Huntingn,W.Va
Youngstown State and MarJl met for the division crown
i each of the past three years,
rtth the Penguins winning in
1991 and 1993 and the Thunder: Herd taking the title in 1992.
oise State won the championdp when the Broncos made
elr only title game appearance
11980.
Youngstown State's Mark
•LIMITED FREE DELIVERY AREA
Brungard completed 12-of-19
ALL OFFERS UMTTED TIME ONLY_ _
> attempts for 127 yards and
> touchdowns.
Small
$599
Bert Wilberger was 23-for-44
For 211 yards and one touchdown
Medium
$699
tor the Grizzlies (11-3), but
Youngstown State's defense held
Large
$899
ntana to 36 yards on the
I3tolicxxj9 toop<r>Q»>o choose from
while the Penguins ran
exctudei exirn cheese. No coupon necessary
for 244 yards.
Patton scored on a 2-yard run
dth 3:38 left in the first quarter
i give the Penguins a 7-0 lead.
Srungard threw Patton a 14-yard
oringpass with 1:25 to go in the
first half to make it 144).
Youngstown State took a threeExOuOM im chim No coupon nmmn
lead on Trent Boy- p_

\Ay CHICAGO
PlZZd COMPANY®
FREE DELIVERY*

Medium
Item Pizzas
o/w.y$11"

"After talking with
my family and
looking at the
situation here at
JMU, it is in my best
interests to take my
name out of
consideration at Ohio
University."
Rip Scherer
JMU football coach

Scherer, 42, has a 29-19 record
over four seasons with the
Dukes. He has led James Madison to the quarterfinals of the
NCAA Division I-AA playoffs in
1991 and 1994.

THE® IBBOT ip^sr
IPHS2& OH TOWTO
352-3080
OR DINE IN AT

1068 N. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN, OH.

Large Pizza
W1 Item
for 6.95
E.doo.w.cn-i

2 12" Subs
$6.99
2 6" Subs

I

The Dukes lost 28-21 to Marshall in the Dec 3 quarterfinals
this season. James Madison finished the season at 10-3.
Scherer was the only one of
Ohio University's four finalists
with hpfld coaching experience.
Ohio University is seeking a
replacement for Tom Lichtenberg, who was fired after an 0-11
season. The school if expected to
hire a new coach this week

here's your

SURVIVAL
KIT

FOIUIN/U.S!

FINALS
SPECIAL
Sandwich,
Chips and a
Small Drink

$4.99
T

expires 12-17 94

DELIVERED

FREE!!

CALL

I • Large
2 item Pizza
I. Breadsticks

I • 4 Cans of Pop
I or 2 Liter
I
Eidudee entra cheese.
Nto coupon necessary

354-0011

Classifieds
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Salaam wins Heisman
By Rick Warner
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - All season long.
Rashaan Salaam has placed team
goals over Individual achievements. So his reaction to winning
the Heisman Trophy wasn't
surprising.
"I'm honored that I won the award, but I'd trade it for a win
over Nebraska in a second," the
Colorado tailback said. "I would
love to be playing for a national
championship right now."
Nebraska handed Colorado its
only defeat of the season. If the
Buffaloes had won that game,
they would be playing for the
national title in the Orange Bowl
instead of Nebraska.
Instead, they're going to meet
Notre Dame in the Fiesta Bowl on
Jan. 2. Four days later, Salaam
will announce whether he'll enter
the NFL draft or return for his
senior season.
"I've already made my decision," he said Saturday night
during the Heisman ceremony at
the Downtown Athletic Club.
"But I'm not going to announce it
until Jan. 6 because I want to

many votes as the runner-up,
concentrate on the Fiesta Bowl."
Salaam, the nation's leading tailback Ki-Jana Carter of Penn
rusher and scorer, is the 12th State. Alcorn State quarterback
junior to win the Heisman. Four Steve McNair finished third and
of the last five junior winners Penn State quarterback Kerry
skipped their final year of el- Collins was fourth.
Carter and Collins are the first
igibility to rum pro.
"I believe getting a diploma is teammates to finish in the top
important," said Colorado coach five since Nebraska's Mike RoBill McCartney, who is leaving zier and Turner Gill in 1983.
"I think it's great that we both
his job after the Fiesta Bowl.
"Making all that money doesn't did so well, but I'm sure playing
make a man happy. But I'm not on the same team made it harder
going to advise Rashaan what to for us to win," Collins said.
Collins, who led Division I-A in
do."
Whatever decision Salaam passing efficiency, said he was
makes, McCartney will keep proud to be recognized as one of
the best players in the country.
track of his career.
"I'm going to watch him
"I can say I was a Heisman finwhether he's playing at Colorado
or playing on Sundays in the alist, and there's not too many
NFL," McCartney said. "He's as people in the world that can say
good as any back I've ever been that," he said.
around."
Miami tackle Warren Sapp finSalaam thanked his teammates, family and coaches for ished sixth, the only defensive
player in the top 10. No one-way
helping him win the award.
"I feel blessed, but I'm not go- defensive player has won the Heing to let it change my life," he isman.
said. "I'm 20 years old and I'm
still going to do the things that
"I see the trophy has a ball,"
young guys do.'
Sapp said. "You have to have the
Salaam got almost twice as ball to win it."

DELTA ZETA

ROOM

Continued from page twelve.

Continued from page eight.

Delta Zeta also participates in
philanthropies to help promote
Greek unity and recently sponsored a volleyball tournament
with other sororities and fraternities to benefit Gallaudet, which
Is a university in Ohio for the
hearing impaired, Bressert said.

and I'm in the back room, I
can't hear anything."
Another reason why she
thought her room was voted as
the best was because of the bathroom.
"I have my own bathroom and
bathtub. I've had a lot of residents ask if they could take a
bath," she said. "They even say
that they will clean it them
selves."
The final reason Demucsy
gave for having the best room
was the atmosphere and cleanli
ness.
"My residents like this room
because it is clean. I live in this
room, people walk in and sec it
They rarely see the back bed
room unless I don't hear them
knock.
"They walk in and say that it Is
homey because the television or
radio is on," she said. "I don't
have the overhead lights on just the lamps. It's a very mcl
low mood.

"We are a friendly sorority
that promotes the Greek community, as well as interacting
with non-Greeks also," Marizek
said. "We have a good standing
with both groups."
The members of the sorority
said getting involved in the
Greek system can have many
benefits for students.
"Being involved in Delta Zeta
is a great opportunity for leadership and making a lot of close
friends," Bressert said.
Scherer said she agreed that
being involved in the sorority has
helped her leadership skills and
dealing with people.
"Being involved in a sorority
helps you to get to know people
better and have fun," she said.
"It is a great opportunity to get
more involved in college life."

"I like the room because it dot.s
have the stove, so if we don't
want to eat in the cafeteria, we
don't have to," said Demuesy's
boyfriend, Kuni Okuma.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES OFFERED

•Ittttll
Nend ticket s lor graduation
Will pay. Please call Andy

at 353-3541 thorn) or

Jon PERSONAL QUEST today I

Keep your NM Vnr'l Resolutions'
Cal or sign up al the Rec Cent* 2-74*2

MmOConM...
Ohyea.lilaeomhgl
March 26.1885

■LOST-HELPI
Loetawoman'a FOBS! watch
onNov.e. Ptaaaereejrn
tor RE WARDI Sentimental
value. Call Liz 353 TOW

Naod aomaona ;o do your typing: letter compoMiona. nMumea? Ovof 30 yaari espenence. Minimal turnaround Dm*. Pica up a be
i«*ry available Call Alice Lahman 207-4310
Pregnant? We can help.
Frae A confidante! pragnancy lam,
auppon and intormatkxi.

BG Pragnancy Cantar.

coupon
PERSONALS

20% off

Anything With a Santa Or
Snowman on it... Really!!

CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900.000 GRANTS
AVAILABLE. NO REPAYMENTS, EVER.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1-600-243-2435.

111 Railroad St. BG 352-1693

tlttttlt

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
124 85 PER NIGHT
Sun.. Dec. 1, Sun.. Dae 11 ■ Thur., Dae 15
Coupon REQUIRED AT CHECK-IN
Saa ad m ihta papar lor coupon and details.

BGSU Mom and Dad Sweatshirts
Alto grandma, grandpa, slater.
brother, aunl. alumni c:c
fis.asandup
Collegiate Connection

S31 H dyo SI

Sunday, December 11 - Thursday, December 15
BEST WESTERN

Falcon
Pla
irtdcpcndttriUy owned « opetiicil

j

Cathy,
Have you hoard me latest? The UniversTy
Union has a Book buy back Beaton «i Hie Piz
in OuOel. They use computer pr«lng to you
know you'll gat a lair price lor your used boons
III open Monday. Dec. 12, Thunday Dec 15
from 8:00 - 4:00 and Irom g«0 - 3:00 on Fnday
Dec. 16 niteayouKerel
,
Jackie

Beat Western Falcon Plaza 1450 E. Wooeler
352-4671

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL

coupon good thru 12-16-94

Packages
plus...
Cards and Gifts and more

352-4611 (work).

(located across from Harshman Dorm)

3«cV' $ 24.95 SS
• Early Check-in and Late Check-out time.o Continental Breakfast*
,.- .
, Coffee available 24 hours.
Limited number or
Advance
rooms available at
352-al67f
reservations
TV
this rale.
av*y*
* '
required.
Present this coupon at check - in

Con t. on page 27

BC'S FINEST SELECTION

WINE
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2-4 subleasers for large 2 bdrm. apt.
Good location. wiling to negotiate.
Call 3532713

Subleaser needed for Spnng
507 E Merry
Call Marty at 353-2440

'86 Pontlac Grand Am Runs good,
Automatic PS, New radiator and
exhaust. $600 obo. 353-9147.

Call Now 1 lemaJe subleaser needed lor 2
bedroom apt. right across from campus. 1
moi. free rent. Free cable, low utilities, low.
low rent. Call 352-2137.

Baby sine- needed kx 16 month ok) twins starting in January Tuesday. Wednesday, and
Thursday from i2.30-5:30pm. Call 354-1976.
Leave a message

Subleaser needed
III pay you $100
Mike 353-7510

DJ equipment
Serious inquiries only.
354-6190 (Thomas)

Desperately see King Graduation tickets
WllpayCASH Call Collect:
Mary Jen (216)543-2416or
local call: 535-0735.
PLEASE HELP!

Subleaser needed tor spnng semeiler. Cloae
to campus, low rant, free cable. Contact Matt at
257 2830.

BEAUTICIANS - FAMOUS HAIR
BETTER working conditions, BETTER pay.
BETTER choice of locabon, BETTEFTcnance
ol being hired immediately. Management postnons available. 1 800- 569- HAIR

Cont. from page 26
Congratulations to Julie Meyer
for being named
Air Forca Offioar Education
Program Civilian
of the Quarter
We appraciata your hard work and your
caring attitude.
The Cadeu and staff of tha BGSU
Air Forca Offioar Program
Happy Birthday Jason Denver
I love you!
Kaaralan
HITCH THE SKIES WITH AIP.HITCH
Camb/MexSlWRrT
Europe $229. Coast to Coast i * 29
Call for FREE program description
80O3»20O9
i soups and dsssarts at PagUai's
Pr7za Homa ol BG's bast braadstiohs.
945 S. Main -352-7571

I

Female roornmaie 3 bdrms.
2 full baths, rant negotiable
Call 353-3717 or (419) 933-8951

FEMALE

SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR

HELP WANTED

Female subleaser. own room,
rent negotiable.
Call Ann 353-8905

»$ SPORTS ABROAD M
Searching lor North American Athletes to play
professional sports overseas. Excellent pay
and benefits. CaR V810-907-70S2.

Female sublease* lor Spring D5
Close to campus. Own room.
Call Missy at 353-0094

S1500 wkty. mailing our circulars!
No experience requiredl Begin Nowl
For info call ?02 298 8935

HELPUSI
We need subleasers for a
2 bedroom Apt Cloae to campus
*325/mo negotiable1
Call 354-591 OASAPi

I

HNpl
I'm transfer ng and I need 1 or 2 people to Irve
w/my wonderful roommates. Females please
Call 352 2398

INFORMATION LINE 352 LAGA
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL

Housemate wanted
Non-smoker Own room
$150 ♦ Mat Lance 655-3084.

NEEDED: GRADUATION TICKETS
in pay top dona' for 2 graduation tickets
ontact Lon al 823-3144. If no answer, leave a
leasage and phone number.

WANTEDII
Female eubliaaar or aomaona r> take over
lease. Cel Margie at 353-9064

SPRING I
$l20rMO. . UTlLlTftS SHUTTLE SERVICE
AND LAUNDRY FACILITIES. CALL:
353-8066

Jadoa.
Tnar'ns lor tha newe about the buy back in the
■ Union. I'm going to wait until my finals are fln' isned before I sell my books back. Then when I
[Salop to gat a bite to eat for lunch, I can sell my
'books back at the same erne It W»II save me
jWaome time and let ma gat home quicker i
Cathy
LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE
Meets Thursday. January 12
In the OFF CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER
MoseleyHat
Top* of the Weak:
■ CREATIVE WRITING/POETRY READING
Come enjoy ■ read with us!
I All gays, lesbians and supportive members
of the community are weIcomef

Subleaser needed lor a specious 1 bdrm
apartment. Rent la S395/mo. * efec. Pets allowed. Near K-Man and Wal-Mart Avail.
ASAP. Call 354-0528

I w : pay YOU S100. free cable, own room (furnished) to sublease for spring '95. Columbia
Court Apartments $181.25 * utilities. Cal Lisa
at 353-2143between430- 7:30 pm

■SPRING BREAK, Sailing Bahamas on
|luiury Yachts. Seven Day Island Adventure
Inclusive with Cabin 4 Meals, $4M Ea.
G'Oup3ot61-B00-»99-SAIL(7245).

Looking for 2 female
subieaaers kx Spring "95
$i30'month each Call Lon or Rosie
at 353-5674.

STX
ided: 2(3) Volunteer assistant [across
►aches tor boys high school level team If inMerested write Kurt Mencle. c/o Perrysburg LaIcrosseAssooaDon, 722 Lime City Road, Ross
■ord. Oh© 43460.

WANTED

PEER TUTORS NEEDED
For Spnng 1995
Tutor student Athletes
Must have a solid academic record,
only BGSU students need apply.
Contact tne Academic Advising office
at 372-7096 for further information.

UOec. Graduation Tickets neededtt
Please cal
Jenmler 354-4914

Room-naie Needed for Spf.ng Somestgr
to share a 7th 8 S College Apt
Split uti and Rent
Call Chris at 354-1913

i subleaser needed for Spnng Semester
2 bedroom house located on N. Enterprise
Less than a 10 minute wafc to campus
$i67*util Call Scott at 353 2079

Sublease Sprng '05 Frazee Apt
2bdrm.,2bath. 1-4 people,
close io campus Call 354-5019.

2 bdrm. apt avail, immed
Very close to campus
$400/mo. ♦ utit.

SUBLEASER NEEDED
Own room • furnished
148 South Summit
1216 a month
Call Brian 353 3930

Call 353-5072

1995 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
TA.S.P. Int. is looking to hire highly motivated
hard working students to Ml management positions with our firm. BuHd your resume while
gaming valuable busineea experienceand earn
bemreon $8,000-10,000. Positions available
through Northern Oho. partcularly Cleveland
suburbs, Akron and Canton. Positions are filled
on a Aral coma, first qualified basis. For more
information call Matt Scherer @
1-600-543-3792.
500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES IN
NY, PA, NEW ENGLAND • Choose Irom over
30 camps. Instructors needed: Tennis. Baseball, Hockey. Roierblading. Soccer, LaOosse.
Softball. Volleyball. Basketbai. PE Mayors.
Gymnasbcs, Riding. Lifeguard. WSI, Water-skiing, Sailing, Windsurfing, Fitness, Archery.
Mountain Biking, Pioneering, Rockdimoing.
Ropes. Dance, Piano Accompaniast, Dramatica. Caramica, Stained Glass, Jewelry.
Wood-Woking, Phongraphy. Radio. Nature.
UN's. Chefi. Food Service. Call Artene:
1 600 443-6428:516-433-8033
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR
Need a summer job? Don't wan till the last
minute!
Yogi Bear's Jellystone Camp Resort is looking
lor 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate
and direct actrviees for a family camping facility.
We are located near Aurora, Ohio just 5 miles
from Sea World of Ohio.
-Experience preferred, but not necessary
•Living faokoea are available.
•Males or females are encouraged to apply
• Interviewing will be done at the Resort.
If interested, send your resume to:
JeTtystone Camp Resort
3392 SR 82
Mantua, OH 44255

Attention sales, marketing & communication
majors. Growing Perrysburg software & training organization needs part-time people
i2-30hrs/wk. with excellent telephone communication skills 10 assist our sales/marketing
department. Call (419)8740800.

Have YOU Been Using

I CENTER FOR CHOICE II
| Confidential-Health Care For Woman

16 N. Huron
Toledo. OH 43604
1 -800-589-6005

DANCERS
Tired ol struggling to make ends meet Earn
the money you want nght now at Toledo's premiere genQemen'a show dub. Deja Vu. Join
the winning team of f*gh profile showgirls and
discover what it's all about. First time caHem
welcome Call pa>a Vu at 531 0329.
E nvimnmenta*stB
DO SOMETHING FOR
YOUR MOTHER THIS HOLIDAY"
We are concerned cttaens do n g our part to
protect 8 preserve our environment - MOTHER
NATURE. Work includes pubkc education, so
applicant should be arbcuhue. We provide
training 8 excellent adv. opp. M • F, 4 -10. St.
salary $250/wk. Call 241-7674 to schedule an
inter ew.
HEAD UFEGUARD
Responsible, well Qualified head lifeguard
needed at busy camp resort near Sea World of
Ohio for the summer.
Also need lifeguards • flexible shifts
Salary commensurate with experience. No living accomodaftons available.
Send resume to:
Jellystone Camp Resort
3392 SR 82
Mantua. OH 44255
(near Sea World of Ohio)

Line up that next semester |ob now
at CASEY'S Flexible hours.
Apply at 1025 N Main.
Summer Jobs: Cabin Counselors, Frontier Director, Tnp Leaders and Horse Staff needed
YMCA Wiilson Outdoor Cente'. Bellelontame,
OH Call today for more information.
1 800 423O427.
WAfTERArVAITRESSES
Good people are the key to even/thing
we want to be at Tony Packo's Cafe
If you're one of these people, young or
senior, we need you! Here is what 2 BG
students have to say about working at
Tony Packo's Cafe:
"Great tlpe, great ataft, no atreest he beat |ob around! Mike Obertect.
Education Ma|or.
"Greal Money! Well worth the 20 minute
drive!" Brian Wright, Theatre Major.
Join Mike, Brian 8 other BGSU etudente
at Tony Packo'a Cafe. Apply In person
Mon -Thurv 1902 Front St, alConaaul
or call 1-691-1953.

FOR SALE

4

Student fee
Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
treatment
Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support

Can we talk? Immediate opening for dedicated people. Day a"d Tvenrng Shift. No Exp.
Nee. Your pereonaJlly hs your eiperience.
Good salary • bonuaee. Paid faming. Fun and
related atmosphere. 382-8538

The Coupons In The BGSU

*84 Nissan Truck
97,000mi. New tires, brakes, exhaust
• Runs Great. $700 Olio
372-1151

For Sale: Rossignol ST Competition Skis
$195.00; Brings-$70 00
Call 353-6127.

LOFT FOR SALE
meets university standards, excellent conCi
con Call NKftole at 372-5546.
Macintosh SE computer with modem
Asking $200.00
Call 353-2713
MACINTOSH Computer Complete system
mduding pnnter. only $500
Call Chns at 800-289-5885

Oil airline ticket from
Detroit to Charlotte, NC
$100 00 Call 353-4102
Suspended 2 bed loft lor aale
Dark green w'peinied daisy flowers
Great for any dorm room.
Lots of personality. Call 353-1337.
$200080.

FOR RENT
i bdrm emc. available.
Immediately.
Call 354-6800

t or 2 non-smoking females
to rent to fall semester.
353-5074 - Tim
2 bdrm. 2 bath apt Near 8G Campus
$510/mo. ♦ elec. 6 t200/security for 1
or$100vperperson Call882-2061
353-0325'Carry Rentals
Subleasing available 2nd Semester.
Close to campus Call today!

APARTMENT AVAILABLE
Lg ibdrm.Smin. Walk to campus

1350/mo 352-4484.
Avail. Jan i, possibly sooner 1 bdrm/1 bth
$345mx> heat included, toasty. Perfect lor i
per or epi Close to campus On-sne laundry
Cal 1354-1633
Cariy Rontals * Houses A Apt Lisbngs
Now available for school year 95-96
CaN 353-0325 or pick up listing
atoffice:3i6E. Merry #3
Houses 8 duplexes tor 95-96 school year 12
month leases oniy starting in May Sieve Smith
35? 8917
Pickup a Iree brochure to' the 199&96 school
year. Over 300 apartments and houses to
choose from Stop m to see us lor ail your nous
ing needs Newtove Rentals ■ Our only office 328 S Mam 352 5620

In Observance of
CHRISTMAS
BG Taxi Will Not Provide Service on
Monday, December 26, 1994.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS! BG TAXI

Student Directory Yellow Pages?!"*

STUDY HARD!

You can learn a lot
from a dummy,
BUCKLE YOUR
SAFETY BELT
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FOR CHRISTMAS
BUY BACK

BOOK

NOW IN FULL SWING!

We pay TOP PRICES for used texts.
We also pay TOP WHOLESALE
PRICES for current edition of books
no longer being used.
We have -- Bowling
Green's LARGEST
selection of BGSU
IMPRINTED
SPORTSWEAR

353-7732
I

HOURS
Monday - Friday 9am - 5:30pm
Saturday
9am - 5:00pm

w

E

E

E

K:

N

I>

KLAATf

THE
WEEKEND
CLUB

TiITi. <D<DVBln OTDlii'l
s3 Remember the Time
Here we are in the 90s, but do you
remember the 80s? Or how about those
70s? Weekend Reality takes a long look
down memory lane, coming up with stuff
you probably haven't seen since you were
in diapers.
JIEAITUJIBIES
DiBenedetto's Goes The Distance
If you have a taste of Italian, then
this eatery is probably the place to tickle
Weekend Reality Ut Andy Dugan, Erie Parker, Melinda C.
Moahart, Josh Cable and Dorian Halkovleh.
your fancy.
4J Love Piranhas Don't Bite
Events
jgm
No, they're not friendly fish, they're a • 3
•
If it's going on in or around I hi- II lurk Swamp, you'll
-| musical group from right here in town. The • rend about it here.
four music majors from the University talk 8
CD Review
Andy Dugan take* a look at Rhino rerords new line
about their folk music and the music world •
# of early 80M musir.
•
in which they live.
J8
Movie Review
Q&A with Bill Ketelhut
.
Dana Carvey, Jon
Andy Dugan talks to BG resident Bill * l.ovil/ and Nicholas ('age play
. three zany brother* In a small
Ketelhut about his trip out to L.A. to be a • town for Christmas and just
ran't seem to gel out in this
contestant on America's Funniest Home
season's eomedy Trapped In
Paradise.
Trapped In ParadUe
Videos.
WEEKEND

RE./ILITY
editor
mtajf photographer
managing editor
managing editor
staff writer
staff writer
staff writer
staffwriter
staff writer
production asst
production a—t
ropy asst

Andy Dugun
Ross Wrilzner
Melindu C. Munhurl
I Ini i,in llulkovirh
Mike Siebenuler
Elk IWker
Josh Cable
Dawn Keller
Jim Virkers
Ed Reed
Vicki I lei km,in
Joe Boyle

' i I > i ifhl C WJI a* VVrkvnd H, .1,1, Rpprinhng ol an) malrriak in this |,NI,',,

wilhnil Ihr

HniRH «' lfS-krnd II, jln , ,, .trail, ,„.,lulled.

editor's letter
Here we arc al the end of the semester already...again! It
seems that time just keeps slipping by and we all keep moving on.
So before we finish the last of our exams and the graduale-to-bcs
go off to find a future. Weekend Reality offers a glimpse of our
unique past.
Never before has a generation such as ours been exposed
to as much popular culture as we have throughout our near-two
decades of being on (he planet. And these icons and fads and
fashions and such just keep coming and going, adding to a list
impossible to complete.
We are all products of our past. Everything we've ever
been exposed to, both direct and indirectly, affects us in who we
are as people and as individuals. So why not take a little look back
at just a few of those impressionable things jusl for nostalgia's
sake. A little walk down memory lane every once in a while is
gnarly, dudes!

fiJ)
Andy Dugan
editor I

Ur, k,,,, Kralilf i. an mil a. mil H nwfpiiin* puMi.hrd srrllv during I ha Madamir year.
Sand all Irurra. iiuaalioni. »il„ni.,i„n> or any o(har rnrta>p«inuVnrr In 2HI IV.I Hall Bowling

bimOHOU.

Orr-mhrr 9, 199*

Weekend Reality!

What's Buzzin' Around the Swamp
Today 12-9

Poetry ha- announced il» Win
tmeriean Open r\tetryCmteu. The
< oiitest is open to everyone and entry
is free. To enter, send one original
poem, any subject and any style, anil
no more t ban t han 211II
with I he
poet'l name and address on I he top of

* I'lit- Day-spring Assembly of
God presents The Ga$pel Aerording
tit Stnoge today through Sunday.
December 18. M 7i30 p.m. Call 3520672 for more Info.
'
The
Toledo
Ballrl
Association preienii the S4lh
Annual Production of The Vuteracker
ai thr Masnnir Auditorium. 4645
lleatherdowm IIKil. Toledo, at a p.m.
Thr production will iln run on
Saturday anil Sunday at 1:30 p.m. and
1:30 p.m. Tleketi ire $H Call :IHI-HH:.I
for more info.

THE _
TOLEDO
MUSEUM
OF ART
* Tbe Toledo Hiueum of Art
presents Tae Itrermans, original
mui.ii-, 5:30 In 8:30 p.m. Covi-r ehar[;e
is $2 for Memberi and |3 for
nonmeuihers.
* The Toledo Musi-urn of Art
preeenli "Stained Cnn", a talk given
by international authority Peter
Cibeon. Little Theater at 7t30 p.m.
Cost it $3 Memben, $1 itudenti and
seniors, $5 nonnwmbera.
* Prolex Bine and Voodoo
Chilli will be at tin- Palace Club, 2346
Granpe Hall lid.. Dayton. Call 513-1269305 for more info.
' Jefaova Waitresses, Easier
Island, and Watts Gnu will br at
the Grog Shop. 1705 Coventry at
Mayfield.Cleveland Height!.Call216321-5588 for more info.
* Nonchalant and Dok Ellis will
be at Tbe Underground and The
Asylum Knterlainmenl Complex. 209
Superior St, Toledo. Call 119-243-4449
for more info.
* Moonlight Drive will be at
Newport. 1722 N. High St.. Columbus.
Call 614-22r>3582 for more info. Doors
linen at 8:00 p.m.
* The Vaiii.unl Library of

the page lo the National Library of
Poetry. ll4r9Cronrldge Dr.. I'll. Boi
704-1982. Owing! Mill-. Ml) 2IIIT.
Knirie* imi-I he postmarked by
December 31, 1994.

Saturday 12-10
* The Wood County I'ubllr
Library present! Lock and Key
written and dlrerted by Dave
Chapman. The prodiietion runs
Saturday and Sunday at 2:00 p.m.
Admission is free, but -eating is
limited.
* Prism Prodartions Inr.
presents l.ial Trilie , from New York
City, at The Majestie.Hio Woodward
Ave.. Detroit at 9t00 p.m. Advance
tiekets eosl $5. available at all
Tirketmasler Ineations or i-harge by
phone. 8106454666.
* Shudder To Think and
Bralniar will he at I'eahody's Down
Under. 1059 Old Hiver lid. Cleveland.
Call 2r6-24l-0792 for more info.
* Grave Pit and Java Bean will
lie at the (irog Shop, 1705 Coventry at
.Mayfield. Cleveland Heights. Call 21032I-55B8 for more info.
* Billy Goat and L'nele Six will
be at The rndergroiind and The
Asylum rlnlertainmenl Complex. 209
Superior St.. Toledo, Call 4l')-24:t-t44»
for more info.
* KoKoTaylorwill beat Newport) 1722
N. High St.. Columbus. Call 614-2283582 for more info.

Sunday 12-11

Mayfield. Cleveland Height!.Call 2I0321-5588 for more info.

St, Toledo. Call 419-2434449 for more

Monday 12-12

info.

PRESENTS
* The Village Player* of Toledo
announce auditions for ihler fourth
production of the 1994-95 season.
John Cuare'l "Six Degree! of
Separation," at 7:30 p.m. at I he Village
flayer's Theatre. 2740 Upton Ave. The
play i- heing directed by local talent
Naney Bright. Call 472-0827 for more
info.

* Prism Prodartions Inc.
presenttFreedy Johnston at The
Majestic, 4140 Woodward Ave.. Detroit
at 8:00 p.m. Advanee tiekets eost
S7.50. available at all Tieket master
loeations or rharge by phone. 810-645-

"Rhythmethod ^

.352-1223 .

Nature, with a performance at The
Main Event, 137 Main St., Toledo.

presented by Marilyn Mavis,!
supervisor
of
museuml
education semee-at 1:30 p.m.I
* Xionitrs will he at Tin
rndergroiind and The A-vluml
Entertainment Complex. 20°l
Superior St.. Toledo. Call 419-1
243-1449 for more info.

Band Listings

Tuesday 12-18

Mean Streak -- Gamer*
Coupe de VUie - Checkers
The Ark Band « Easy-street
The End - Howard's

* Prism Productions Inr.
presents Suulluit e at Blind Pig, 208
S. Kirsl St., Ann Arbor at 9:30 p.m.
Advance tiekets eosl $5.f>0. available
at all Tieket master loeations oreharge
by phone. 810645-6666.
* Shatenigs will he at the Crog
Shop. 1765 Coventry at Mayfield.
Cleveland Heights. Call 210-321-5588
for more info.
* Billy Goat will In- at Slaehe's. 2404
N. High St.. Columbus. Call 614-2035318 for more info.

Saturday
Mean Streak — Gamers
Coupe de VUle - Checkers
Odd Girl Out - Easystreet
The End - Howard's

Wednesday 12-14
* Cro-mags and Spudmonstrrs
will heat IVahody's Down Under. 105"
Old Hiver Kd.. Cleveland. Call 216-2410792 for more info.
Soul

Hat

will

he

at

The

J
\:\\
l
x]

,uf9<**

Thursday
Btitsen — Gamers
The Affair -- Howard's

REPROqraphics

Personalize
It!
with your own message
Plaques $6.00
Puzzles $7.00

Mouse Pad$
Buttons
$7.50
$2.00 Mugs

Fri. & Sat.
1616E.WoosterSt.

* Koko Taylor. I he Grammy Awardwinning blue- singer, will celebrate the
release of her latest album. Force of

i- The Recreating ofParadUeM

Today

Toledo's Newest Band

COLLEGE STATION

Thursday 12-15

Tickets are $7 and S1*. Call 693-1
5300 for more info.
* Thr Toledo Museum of
Art. Series of Free Thursday!
Gallery Talk.. Tin- week*! InpieL

6666.

LW

1

• Freedy Johnston will he at
Newport, 1722 N. High St.. Columbus.
Call 011-228-3852 for more info.

£ village players

*

* Sirk orit All and Blark Train
Jack will be at I'eahody's Down
Under. 10.7)01,1 River ltd.. Cleveland.
Call 216-241-0792 for more info.
* Donna the Buffalo will he at
the Crog Shop. 1705 Coventry at

Underground and The Asylum
Knterlainmenl Complex. 20" Superior

T-Shirts
$8.00

(ceramic)

$4.10

*&*
PLUS

(while only)"

$8.00 .'

fakes a Great Christmas Gift!
372-2323
Weekend Reality

(allow 1-3 Days)

6th floor Admin. Bldg,
December 9, 1994
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DiBenedetto's Goes the Distanc
Italian restaurant offers unique variety of pasta, subs and sandwiches
By Erie Parker
Haling spaghetti out of a
can? well slop ii! Have
DiBenndelto's deliver fresh
piisla dishes lo your door
tonight. Bui. if your not in
the mood for pasta, try it's
pizza, salads, or one of eleven
varieties of "track and field"
subs. In addition to delivery.
DihVnedrtlo's offers it's
menu carry-out or for sitdown eating in it's cafeteria
style restaraiint.
As
you
enter
the
restaraiint. located across
from llarshman Quad, you
may gain the sense you're
entering
a
dirt-low
establishment, but don't be
fooled by appearances. Once
inside, the aroma of fresh
marinara sauce embraces you
and says "come stay a while."
You then approach the
counter where a friendly

employee welcomes you and asks to
take your order.
Choices, choices! Keel like eating
light;* Try a S inch Runner (luna) or
a Greek salad. FbrthOM who feel like
feasting, step up to an II inch Relay
(roast beef. ham. and turkey) or
Shut put {meatballs). DiBenedetto's
offers three- different pastas, spaghetti,

with garlic bread.
The subs are made on wonderful,
soft and chewy buns and include such
toppings an mayonaissc, lettuce,
tomato, onion, hot peppers, and
Italian dressing. Substitutions and

charge and the subs can he served
either hot or cold,
I really enjoy DiBenedetto's food, I
think it's sandwiches and pasta are
belter than many places in Rowling
Green. But if you have in mind taking

xtra items are available for an extra

someone out for a nice dinner

rotini. and cheese tortellini topped
with cither homemade marinara or
meal sauce. For a little extra money
the nice people at DihVnedctto's will
add (autili/ing meatballs or Italian
sauoagc to you pasta dish, which comes

Details
l>i Benedetto's
Where: 1432 E. Wooater
Phone: 352-4663
Credit Cards: None
Hours: Open daily II a.m.
|- 10 p.m.
Rating (out of five O):

©GO

Hrr-Lrnd RruUtylRom VtHlsnrr
Knjoy casual dining close to campus at DiBenedetto's.

DiBenedetto's may not be the place!
It's atmosphere is more than adaipiale
for a quick lunch or a very casual
dinner with friends, but not for dates!
Despite it's dim lights and i|*a dcror'a]
deep Wood finish, the restaraiint >l
feels like a fast food restaraunl.
My only real complaint about!
DiBenedetto's is the fact thev do noil
give you free refills on soft driok-.L
only ice lea and lemonade. TinI
alone takes enjoyment awa> from i I..-I
sit-down meal Itccausc you are -n w .11
ibis rather large portion of food j
which is no complaint, hut left with!
an empty glass ami and a lhir-l\|
mouth before you can finish.
The prices of the food all
DiBenedetto's are more than!
reasonable, )ou and a friend ran -mill
yourselves for under ten dollars. It's]
delivery service Is prompt and the fo<»d|
receives extra credit because leftovers!
hold up well overnight in ih
refrigerator. I have never experiences.
a bad meal from the restaraunl and l|
Suggest you try DihVncdftln'* fn
yourself.

Love Piranhas Don't Bite
By Jim Vickera

The Love Piranhas pla\
I the kind of music you would
want to listen lo after a hard
day. or when you're driving
along a lone country road on
a summer day. The acousticbased Bowling Green trio
create
soothing,
well-

composed music that is a departure
from the scores of hands that have
beet) born of the recent "Smells Like
Teen Spirit" era of rock music.
Anyone looking for the seething
screams of Trent Reznor or the
teenage wasteland wailing of Kddie
Vedder should look elsewhere. Robert
Vandergriff, The Love Piranha*
vocalist and guitarist, said he feels the

UJI&KFE

<a

negativity of today's mainstream
music is very tiring.
"I don't have a problem wilb loud,
negative music," Vandergriff said.
"However, I think you can only take
il so far before you just have lo slop
and relax."
Also consisting of John lloerr on
bass guitar and Alex Anestasopoulos
on lead guitar, The Love
Piranhas, all music majors at tlie
University, use their musical
experience to create diverse sonic
landscapes
for the listener.
Anestasopoulos said the band puts a
lot of time and care into the creation
of their songs.
"Bob usually gets a basic chord
progression, and then we'll lake a lot
of lime in finding the right thing to
add to it," Anestasopoulos said. "We

use that as a skeleton, then we tr) lo
find a guitar line that HC can put with
it that doesn't get in the way of the
lyrics. It's kind of similar to the way
the Kdge or Johnny Marr plays."
The Love Plraahaa describe
their music as modern folk. However,
they don't want people In confuse their
style of music with the folk protest
songs of the 1960s.
'Teoplc lend to call anything that
is played on acoustic guitar folk music,
so that's what we call it,"
Anestasopoulos said. "However our
lyrics aren't politically oriented.
They're a lot more personal, and
introspective."
Vandergriff, the band's main
songwriter* said his lyrics focus mainly
on creativity and the wonder of
childhood, "I like how creative kids

are," Vandergriff said. "I'm tired of I
the indifference of being an adult, and I
the fad that we're a lot more closer!
to being machines than creative
people. Children learn and see so
much more."
MM hand recorded a full-length
tape in October and Vandergriff said I
reaction to il has been positive. The
twelve song tape covers ihe entire
spectrum of the hand's style, from I
ballads reminiscent lo James Tailor to I
acoustic llendrix-lype lead guitar!
lines. "Fourth I'iranha" Jim played I
drums on the recording

The Love Piranhas have played I
around the Bowling Green and Toledo I
area and Vandergriff said they will
continue to do so throughout tinspring.
Copies of The Love |
Piranhas tape "Outsule" can be
purchased from any hand nit mher.
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The Love Piranhas arei John Hoerr, Robert YandVrgrlff.
James W. Howell III, and Alex Anestasopoaloo.

Weekend Re

9&A with Bill Ketelhut
Bowling Green resident talks about winning a trip out
to LA. to be on America's Funniest Home Videos
there to the turkey

p. I „•■

a

|111X

on the ground to sit on in front of the
tripod and hoped thai I mis in focus
ami framed ami hoped on.- rould see
turkeys all around m
the} would
know where I was.
Bill, with ■ sign autographed
by Bob Safari.

By Andy Dugan
Andy. OK, Bill. Why dun'l you
lell mi- what wc were juiil
watching on TV that pertains
to you bring on national
television.
Hill: Basically, It wag ■ video I had (hot
for BC-24 NeWB last year for a
Thanksgiving Day package, so I went
to a turkey farm to fool around and
tell a story about what a turkey ion
through before Thanksgiving...
Andy: Wan thin your Idea?
Bill: Yeah, ji was mv idra.
Andy: What was this place?
Bill: Britten's Turkey Farm, It's up in
rVrryiburg. It's |>r<-tt> much a hop,
skip and a jump up; about 15 to 20
minutes north.
Andy: OK.
Hill: I diMIII (I I wanted to do the
slundup, so I took the camera out

Andy: So you were kind of
••winging" It?
Hill: Yeah, hut there wa. no problem
with it. I guested, But then my battery
started t" die out mi me and I had no
idea what I was going to say. It was
thr first time 1 was going to do a
• laiidup without knowing what I was
going to say beforehand, That was kind
of a neat little experience there.
Andy: I'll bet!
Bill: I mean, you pit to see some of
the footage of that. I had twenty
minutes of that after all that was
through, So the turkeys were pecking
at the camera and there was this one
turkey in particular that kind of liked
my shirt because turkeys like bright
colors. So. I kept my jacket on for
the rest of the time I was out there.
And this one turkey was behind tne
because part of my shirt was slicking
out back there, so be kept pecking at
the bottom back of my shirt. He kept
trying to pull it out.
Andy: (Laughing) That's
hilarious. How many turkey*
were there out on the fhrm?
Bill: Ob. god! There were tons of them
out there. There were some beautiful
turkeys out there. One of them even
knocked down the camera once.
Andy: And you were doing this
for a class or for thr t e I e v Islon
station?
Bill: I did it for BC-24 News.
Andy: And what did your
advisor think when thry saw it?
Hill: I don't think he was too thrilled
about it in the beginning, but he
started watching the slandups for it
and he just started laughing

hysterically and started calling
everybody who wa- out in the lull to
come in. So I
Id „p showing five
hours worth of twenty minute video
to people.

for NVI'I) Blue. It was pretty cool.
Here I was gelling makeup put on by
the same woman who does David
Caruso on NYPD Blue. It was kind of
neat.

Andy: OK, so your advisor
thought it was hilarious and
you aired it...
Hill: Vah. someone who saw the video
suggested that I lend it in to America's
Funniest Home Videos. I thought
"yeah. yeah, maybe I'll send it in."
So around January I sent it in. They
called me about a month later and said
they were interested in it But they
decided not to use it lust season
because they Wanted to keep it for the
Thanksgiving show. And finally one
weekend they called me up and told
DM they had edited my clip down to
one minute and four seconds.

Andy: Venh, that Is.
Hill: Then I he producer came oul and
told us what questions we could expect
if we won. The -bow itself lasted about
an hour and a half with about two
lakes for each skit. Usually when the
audience didn't clap loud enough or
if Bob Saget was talking too fast or
slow.

Andy: And how long was the
clip yon sent in?
Bill: I had 21) minutes of footage
originally. The average clip on the
show is about 12 seconds, so I was like.
'Wow. thal"s kind of neat.'. They called
me anil told me they had it together
and then they called me Wednesday
two weeks ago and asked me if I could
come out to California. I said "OK.'
Andy: So yon had to leave
school for half a week?
Hill: I'm doing thesis work right now.
but not really right now. I'm working
7!> hours a week doing my three job*.
The weekend they called me I had to
run around to gel off work. I had one
hour to do all of ii. loo. I did it and
told them I was coming out there.

Andy: How was Bob Saget?
Bill: Bob Saget was pretty cool. He's a
cool guy even though he tells really
bad jokes. I got his autugraph and we
talked for about 10 minutes. He asked
me about the television station and
stuff.

consolation prise of $1,000,
won the consolation pri/e.

I

Andy: And what are you I
going to do with thr|
money?
Hill: I'ay bills, and gel brake
for my truck and pay rein.
Andy: And what do you I
think
of
your|
experience?
Hill: Looking at all the stuffl
I've done for the station I keep!
thinking I might have hail I
something that would havel
gotten me on I he show
couple times or perhaps couldI
have got me more pri/e money. I
I jusl did a video and sent it in I
and won all this. If morel
people around here did this,I
who knows what r«uld|
happen?

Andy: Did he know where BG
waa?
Bill: He hud no idea. He did know
where Toledo was.
Andy: So what did you win?
Bill: Four families are invited out there
per show and I hree of I hem make top
three with the fourth getting the

Andy:
So
are
yos.
encouraging people|
around here to send
their runny vidros?
Bill: Well, if I start sending ml
my videos again, then hell no!
I don't want them competing, f

HOLIDAY
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Andy: How did the show go?
Bill: We went oul there and got a bite
to eat and then had our makeup
done...
Andy: You had makeup done
on you?
Bill: Yep. A little touch up here and
there by a woman who does makeup

NOVEMBER 1994 RECYCLING TOTALS
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In the Days of ,<
By Dorian llalkorich and Jotth Cable
We are Generation X- What thai means, no one is reall) sure. Whal we
do know i> that we are a mosaic of television commercials, products, popular
|MT>Hiiii>. various moral influences, and the powerful effects of the mass media.
Depending on whether you are female or male, the influences of these
Factors ma) *ary; but ultimately, their impact is similar, ft rho we are toda) can
IM- traced hack in whal we have been brought up with.
Even today when someone mentions one of your favorite toys, or
-liililhuml ritual*, it brings lu«k a lot of memories. Do you remember Imw
mportanl ii was to update your Barbie collection, or i« flaunt the sleekest
Matchbox car on the block?
Or how almui cooking up some fine bakery in your personal Betty
Crocker oven? We arc I he children of a mass media attack on our fragile,
ggshell mini!-'. The toys we played wilh were the toys we were supposed to play
with. We were supposed lo grow up with the same values as our parents and he
jus) like our mothers and fathers. So what went wrong? What did we do to
deserve the title (Jeneralion \?
Are we reallv an unmotivatcd group of people wallowing in desolation?
Or are we the only generation completely Connected to the media in every facet
of our lives? Yes we are. thanks to television, cable. MTV. music radio. (INN,
newspapers, magazines, advertisers, our parents, and our teachei.s—the list goes
on. If we are a warped generation, maybe the key lo that lies in the fact thai we
grew up with our parents morality only to see it destroyed and our parents hopes
only lo have them dashed to pieces cvervdav on the news. Hut it's still fun to luok
back on what nur lives used to he like, We were so innocent.
Perhaps you might recall the torment experienced if you missed tinlatest episode of the A-Team. One hour of senseless violence, countless car crashes,
ami the A-t cam's amazing ability t<> build cool stuff in a matter of minutes was
t'ie formula for an irresislahle nighl of television for the young viewer (and
(here just wasn't a whole lot to talk about if you missed it). As a fourth or fifth
grader, missing this show made for a hellish bus ride the next day. The A-Team
was just that hip.
Even so. not everything revolved around the A-Team. Trading baseball
ranis was the meaning of life oflen times. With inflation as it is today, 2~> cents
per pack was a downright bargain. The uses of baseball cards were manifold.
Helore the proliferation of cable television's blanket spirts coverage, baseball
cards were an important source of statistieal knowledge- crucial for the young
sports junkie. Ami trading cards was a key social tradition. Although we weren't
aware of it at the time, those of us who traded cards were involved in a symbolic
xprexsion of our impending manhood, and a celebration of our common
ppreciation of sports. Ami lest we forget it was fun. too.
While most guys would trade cards religiously girls werccoiialh religious
n I heir own type ol trading. What was this prestigious trade? Barbie's clothing
and .ill the equipment that went along with her entourage. Coats, dresses, liny
impossible shoes, cars, townhouses complete with an elcvator-slte hail it all (at
least she did if we traded lo get her what she deserved). In fail, she dressed
considerabl) heller than most of us did.

signified that you had arrived with the "hip" crowd. Although we might luok |
hack and laugh at such pett\ rites of conformity, they slick with us lo a lesser
extent through adulthood. I low many of our parents feel it nocessarv to own the
newest and most expensive ear on the block? The aforementioned MatrhboX 1
habit is certainly cheaper.
For all the hoopla about Generation X. the "MTV Generation*' could as
easily be applied. At the verv least, we grew up in the midst of an adventurous
new marketing scheme that changed the wav we eujnv music: Music Television.
On August 1st of 1961, the MTV era began appropriately with the Buggies' "Video
Killed the Itadio Star." Since then, the cable channel has been activel) involved j
in I he incredibly shrinking attention span of this generation, ami certain!) uthers
to come.

With MTV came an onslaught of outrageous musical person.ilitiet thai !
used the television medium cxpcrllv. Duran Duran. Cyndi Lauper. anil Wham!
were hut a few of the acts whose video appeal spilled over into radio and
consequently into the halls of schools everywhere. Toni Basil'- "Mickev" "Come
on Kileen" by De\y*s Midnight Runners, ami A-ha's "Take on Me" wax elouiianth
for the musical tastes of yesteryear. And the Australian supergroup Men ,ii Work
enjoyed immense popularity.
We had entered the ultimate stale of cool. If you were in, you knew
everything about this music, and if you didn't you pretended you did. We danced,
we sang, we had a hold of it all. Still, being cool went past knowing your music.
You had to live, breathe and dress cool. Hcmembcr florescenl pink, green and
yellow? If you were cool, you wore these awful colors proudh if not defiantly.
Our parents thought we were mils. Looking back, mavlie we were. These colon
now liclong solely encased in the highlighters we employ to dig out meaningful
phrases in our texts. Hut we did il all lo be cool.
And there's a reason behind that. All these things are popular icons,
Whal is an icon? According to Professor John G. Nachbar of the popular i ulture
department, icons are objects thai have intellectual or emotional meaning behind
ils functional use. Jordache jeans are a prime example. They are functional but
they were a status symbol (just how cool were we-we weren't if we wore jeans from
K-marl).
"One example of functional icons are articles of clothing, lite) keep
H
you warm, cover you and keep you from being arrested." Nachbar said.
We also placed the utmost im|iortantance on friendship pins. Whj we
had lo denote exactly how many friends we had who knows but h\ I UV ■ V had
to have a friendship pin. Just lake your common old safety pin. tie on braids of
colorful siring and you've gol proof that vou have friends. (So maybe you lied a
little, hut nobody knew.)
We also entered the stage where wearing a me/pah was IT. Vou were
claimed. Yo*U had a ho\ friend or girlfriend. You were mature. And that ».i> so
important. Who didn't want lo appear older.' With the influx of tight lordache
jeans and the makeup girls would sneak from their mother's makeup < .i-> (oi in
desperate situations Bteal the department store samples), we all tried in appear
older than we were.
We were still kids. Doomed to mimic the popular figure- flushed before
In retrospect, we might have reconsidered our seiw ol style. Can you us on TV. Especially commericials. How many limes would you run around
imagine waltzing into class sporting a pair of those outlandish parachute pants screaming "Where's the beef?" or singing the McDonald's ihemes song, "Hig
so popular in 1984? One might have thought twice about patterning I heir fashion Mac, Fillet O* Fish and on and on and on. We would sing commercials like the)
habits around Michael Jackson, |H»ssihly one of America's most regret table choices were the number one hits on the radio. Some of us still do. After all, we arc -nil
as a pop icon. Yet. it was highly taboo to not own a pair of those leather slacks — being bombarded by the media. If you really think back you can remember a
and detrimental to one's popularity. The emergence of Michael Jackson as a million things you gave Mega importance. It was life and death. Wejust had lo
mega-star sent shockwaves through the music and the fashion world. As the mid- do these things, dress this way, act this way.
80s wore on, leather, muUiplc-zippered jackets (a spin-off of parachute pants),
Just think of the brand of tennis shoes you wear. IVople kill for those.
and the occasional white glove continually cropped up in the middle school "Tennis shoes are icons because teenagers are willing to shoot each other over
fashion scene.
them,*' Nachbar added. "It gives whoever wears them status; an identity." Wouldn't
The non-Michael Jackson house of style had ils own version of cutting- you have liked to have those blinking red lights in your shoes?
edge fashion. Shoewarc, in particular, was a crucial part of the typical grade
We face these icons everywhere. What they mean to us depends in part
school ensemble. Vans, Air Jordans. and Chuck Taylor Converse high-tops were on our own individuality and our mass frame of mind. As Generation V we have
but a few of the brands that traveled through the revolving door of trendiness. A in forge our own path. Just don't forget where we came from. We had a lot of
pair of exorbitantly priced Air Jordans were crucial to schoolyard egos — they
fun. We still can.
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[Movie

rob the bank. They experience many
unpredictable problems, but the good
will of the townspeople and some luck
save them.
Nicolas Cage's character. Hill, sets
up the movie and becomes the main
agent of storyline action, (-age doesn't
fit well in the movie and his scenes with
his love Intent! are pretty awful.
Dana Carvey, Alvin, plays the cute
sidekick with an annoying voice and
doesn't get consistent laughs from the
audience. The scene where he smugglv
opens a new box of Capn' Crunch in a
store to get the toy is the only time he
even attempts to seriouslv act in the
film.
Jon l.ovitz, Dave, picks up some of
the slack with funny, sharp epiips and
tries to carry the film's storyline with
Cag,.
Ceorge Gallo wrote and directed the
film fairly well, but the overall
effect just never completely works. In
one scene, he uses a moving camera

shot to make a feeble attempt to
intensify a forced dramatic moment.
The rest of the direction is fair except
for badly edited sequence at a bus
station.
The storyline moves choppv and fast
to try to cover the film's mistakes.
The storyline runs in constant loops
among the three brothers, the police,
two of Alvin and Dave's "buddies'', and
two corrupt deputies and eventually
ties in all the characters at the film's
climax fairly well.
The movie has good closure,
explanat ions of all elements presented,
but some tif the storyline may leave
the audience dazed and confused. I or
example. Bill strongly refuses to go
along with Dave and Alvin's scheme
to rob the hank, hut I hey discover some
weapons ami Bill suddenly changes his
mind. Most attempts made to put
drama into the film, like forred rescue
sequences, just don't work.
I don't recommend this movie

graduates deal with the fear. The book,
presented by Mastercard, gives tips to
IMantering (and
help with employment searches.
laueeeedlng icith) the
The authors claim that CPA is an
I Job Market
important factor, but it can be listed
1 Mastercard
in two different ways. Job seekers can
list their overall CPA or CPA in major.
I International Inc.
TTiey also said t hat many companies

look for student with excellent written
and oral communication skills. People
with excellent writing skills will have
a strong resume, while those with good
oral skills will have a betler interview.
Suggestions were also made that
students cultivate relationships with
professors and professionals in their
field of interest. This way students will
have connections when the time to
search for jobs arrives.
Another suggestion was to acquire
leadership skills. Companies want to
hire people who others will follow, and
will come up with good ideas.
The authors also discuss how to write
a good resume by using active verbs,
being result-oriented, quantifying
achievements, and finally, the most
important is to never misspell anything
The authors also explain how to deal
with rejection. It's something every
The book gives a great deal of helpful
information to soon-lo-be graduates. It
will help point students in the right
direction of their job search.
- I hum Keller

I Trapped in ParadUe
120th Century Fox

loo

Nicolas Cage, Jon LovitS*
land Dana (Harvey star as Hill.
|l)ave, and Alvin Kirpo,
[respectively, (sounds like the
IChipmunks) in Trapped in
Iftiradisc. The three brother!
I rob a small town bank on
IChristnias Eve, then have a
■ "change of heart" after a series
■ of
odd,
laughable
| misadventures.
Bill manages a restaurant
land tries to avoid his brothers,
I Dave, a professional liar, and
1 Alvin, a eleptomaniae. Dave
land Alvin get Bill to go to
■ Paradise, Pennslyvania with
I them and the three brothers
I find it hard to leave once thev

Book

loooo

iTlierccomesa time that strikes
Ifr.ir in the heart of college
■students around the world —
{graduation. The fear is created
I by the uncertainty of future
{employment.
Mastering and Succeeding
tuith The Job Hunt has college
Isludents who've been through
"the situation help soon-to-be

ONE DAY ONLY!
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10
12 NOON-9:00 P.M.

Ratings
O Terrible
OO Poor
OOO Average
OOOO Very Good
OOOOO Excellent

ARTS & CRAFTS SHOW
Friday-Sunday Dec. 9-11
1234 N. Main St.
*UJOodjondmoJlcRt. 25) Bowling Green
419-354-4447
Deeemtber 9,1994

because of the odd holes in the plot
and strange lines of dialogue. Bill's
slow sense of good will provides a good
film theme and ties in the beginning
and ending scenes, which is the only
attempt of drama that works in the

film.
The movie tries to keep (lie audience
entertained, but the fast pace storyline
and the short jokes cannot sustain the
audience throughout the entire film,
- Mike Siebennler

Dana Carvey J«» Lovltz and Nicola* Cage* arc three wacko
brother*. In this tteaaoa's comedy Trapped in ParadUe.

CD
Jumt Can't Get Enou^hi
Wir Wave Hit* of the 80a
Rhino Records
OOOOO

If there ever was a compilation of
Early 80s music that thoroughly
documented the hallmark tunes of the
time, it was Rhino's "Just Can't Cet
Enough: New Wave Hits of the 80s."
This IS volume set covers just about
any group that graced the television
screens immediately following the
conception of MTV.
Bow Wow Wow, Adam Ant, Kim
Wilde and A Hock of Seagulls are just
some of the many bands that made
their claim In fame over a decade ago
and are now permanately preserved in
digital form.
The series even covers the real
rarities, like ihe Hying Lizards. Plastic
Bertram!. Tin Hucy and Gary Numan

Kach disc offers a variety of sound,
relfecting the diverse range music took
lo define the era we know as the Early
80s.
All the songs are the original
recordings from an array of major and
independent labels and at least 2!>
percent of all Ihe music in Ihe series
was previously unavailable on CD.
Rhino surpasses any other
competitor
with
the
most
comprehensive, creative, and complete
new wave collection available.
Each volume contains rare photos
and extensive, informal ive liner notes
crafted by industry experts. This
collection is perfect for Imth ihe avid
Early 80s music lover and the trivial
listener.
With the recent and overwhelming
success of Rhino's release of Valley
Girl, it seems quite obvious t hal people
hold a place in their hearts and minds
to relive the decadent and frivolous
'80s. Rhino delivers New Wave Nils of
the 80s with total satisfaction.

RHINQ

Do
something
good.
Feel
something
real.
Weekend Reality

DAYTIMEMORNING
O

O
CD
19
©
©
BD

5:00

5:30

Paid Prog

Business

6:00

7:00

6:30

News

8:00

7:30

8:30

9:00

Suzanne Somers •-<

10:00

10:30

Manlu

11:00
Judge

CBC Morning News

Wht-Earth

Shopping

CBS News

News I

This Morning ■

Golden Girls Golden Girls Family Feud

Leeia

NBC News

News «

Today 1

Donahue I

Sally

J Springer

Good Morning America I

Live - Regis A Kathie Lee

Manlu

Mike & Maty

Sign-Off Cont'd

Sign-Off Cont'd

RushL

Sign-Ofl Cont'd

Homestretch Barney

Sesame Street I

Sesame Street «

Mr Rogers

instructional Programming
Storytime w

Barney

Station

Play

Mr Rogers

Barney

Bobby

Troopers

Gool I-oop

Dark wing

Paid Prog

700 Club

Tale Spm a

Dark wing

Mighty Max

Bobby

Menace

Pink Panther SavedBeii

Bewitched

Laverne

Empty Nest

Judge

Getting Fit

Step

Bodyshape

Sportscenter

ESPN

Varied

Fitness Pros Sportscenter Sport scenler Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter In Moton

TMC

Movie

Movie

Movit?

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON
12:30
11:30
12:00
News

Kidsongs ■

Garfield

News

Judge

Family Feud Price

Bonkers

Varied

Movie Cont'd

Mr Dressup Sesame St

Playground

Exosquad

Sign-Off Cont'd

©
©

O
O

9:30

Good Day Cleveland

1:00

2:00

Laverne

3:00

Murphy B

Geraido

Emmerdale

Neighbours

Coronation

3:30
Urban P.

4:00

4:30

5:00

Am Journal

Edition

First Look

Degrassi

The Bill

Home

5:30

Sesame St

Midday «;

o

Pnce

News «

Young and the Restless « Bold«B

As the World Turns a:

Guiding Light ■

Oprah Winfrey :ir

News ■

Edition

CD

J Springer

News "

Dennis P

Days ol Our Lives «

Another Work) a

Fteki Lake

Maury Povich ir.

News ■

Cheers ■

All My Children w

One Life to Live:«

General Hospital

Fam Mat

Varied

Science Guy Lamb Chop

Station

Reading

m
m
m

Country Practice

2:30

Newftart It

K Copeland

Varied Programs

Movie

1:30

Odd Couple

Sesame St

Mike 8 Maty S Powter

Loving «.

Instructional Vaned

Instructional Programming

Sesame St

|C Sandiego

Cosby Snow M'A-S-H JC

News

News
Barney

Mr Rogers

Reading

Ghostwriter

C Sandiego Science Guy

©
CD

Paid Prog

DcogieH

Jenny Jones

Gordon Elliott

Cuphouse ■ Tiny Toon

Taz-Mania.«: Ammamacs

Rangers

Aladdin ■

Judge

Family Feud

Manlu

Hem Lake

Cubhousew Tmy Toon

Taz-Mama :« Animaniacs

Rangers

Fresh Prince Boss^

ESPN

Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Varied Programs

Challenge

NBA

TMC

Movie

Instructional Programming

Movie

| Varied

where the party starts!!
352-8639

Weekend Reality

737 S. Main

Sesame Street:«:

Gaters
| Movie

Full House

Varied

Movie

Tapes8,Co

After the Finals
and Before the
Holidays
Check us out for all
of your Party Needs!!

SOUTH SIDE 6

Barney

516
E. Wooster
352-1504

FREE
DELIVERY

3 FREE Cans of

Pop with the .
purchase
1
ofal2"litemor ' 300 E.Wooster
354-4660
I
more pizza
I
I (pick up & delivery only) |

.

exp. 12-18-94
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Every Monday
Imports
| Posters
Postcards
Videos
,
LP'S
45"s
Indie-Labels
Local Music
T-Shirts
Stickers

t

Rrlofdi T4|m

\
\

New Releases
this week...
Now Bomb Turks

avail Mon <n> Mid
$1.00 OFF
with this AD
On Items Priced $6.00 Q More:
NO LIMIT!!
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
O

O
ID

6:30

News
CBC News
News

7:00

8:00

7:30

Extra

H Patrol

Front Page

Air Farce

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy"

8:30

9:00

10:00

9:30

10:30

11:00
Murphy B

12:00

11:30
Last Can

News

Rita and Friends

Side Effects

CBC Prime Time News

News

Movie

Diagnosis Murder

Move "In the Heat of the Night

News

Lafe Show

The Pianist"

©

News

NBC News

Em Tonight

Unsolved Mysteries

Dateline

Homicide: We

News

Tonight Show

®

Rush L

ABC News

Fresh Pnnce Extra

Fam Mat

Step by S

Mr Cooper

20/20

H Patrol

Cops

Destinos

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wash Week Wall St

Adam Smith

Asia Now

Championship Skating

Future

Mystery'

WiKIAm

MacNett/lehrer Newshour

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall St

Victor Borge - Then & Now II

Served

This Is America

Simpsons

Married

Coach

MANTIS

X-Files

Star Trek Next Gener

In the Heat of the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married...

Pnce

MANTIS

X-Files

News

Coach

ESPN

Match

Sportscenler

Heisman

Heisman

mc

Movie

9
CD

ffi
©

Cur Affair

Roseanne

'Cnme School Cont <J

Boy-World

Heisman

Movie: "Ernest Saves Christmas

Sports Xtra

Boxing
VI. Warshawski

IS
89

m
m
m
e>

M'A'S'H

Rodeo National Finals

"Cnsi in the Kremlin'

Movie

Newz

] Night Court

Star Treh: Next Gener

Movie

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
O
O
CD

Nighthne

Sporiscenter

Movie

12:30
Rescue 911

Top Cops

X-Files

MANTIS

The Hit List

DECEMBER 10,1994

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

Feed-Mmd

Paid Prog

NFL

NFL Football Detroit Lions at New York Jets

Real Fishing

House

2:30

3:00

3:30
Posl Game

Home

Driver's Seat Gardener

Pet Con

Bowling: Canadian 5-Prn

Gymnastics: World Chmp

Garfteld and Friends

Beakman

Storybreak

TBA

TBA

To Be Announced

Eye on Sports

Dreams

inside Stuff

Paid Prog

Paid Prog

Paid Prog

Figure Skating World Championships

Bugs & T

Bugs & T

Movie* "One Magic Christmas '

Golf

4:30

Beverly Hills. 90210

5:00

5:30

Extra: Enf Magazine

World Cup Skiing
(Eye on Spons

INFL

Live

College Basketball Michigan Stale at Nebraska

NFL Football Cleveland Browns at Dallas Cowboys
PGA Golf Diner s Club Matches - Third Day

Christmas m the Heartland Wo» s TatXe Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Kingdom

Naturescene Michigan

Trailside

Old House

Hometime A House of Character

X-Men

AJ Travelr

NFL

NFL Football Detroit Lions at New York Jets

Paid Prog

Babylon 5

Kung Fu: The Legend

X-Men

AJ Travelr

NFL

NFL Football: Detroit Lions at New York Jets

Court TV

Crusaders

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

ESPN

Outdoors

NFL

College Football NCAA Division III Championship - Teams to Be Announced

TMC

Movie ' Malice' Cont'd

JMovie: "Solar Crisis

Woodwnght

4:00

Movte

Hometime

Travels

Naturescene Austin City Limits

Frugal Gourmet Celebrates Lawns and Gardens

College Basketball West Virginia at Pittsburgh

Ghostwriter

Ghostwriter

Guy Lombardo

Skiing Freestyle Champ

Movie "The Forbidden Dance '

Cadillac Man

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o
ID
ID
89
8)
©

6:30

News
CBC News
News

CBS News

NFL Football

7:00

8:30

9:00

Personal

Hockey: Wayne Gretzky Nordic Knights Tour

Bowling

Cash Exp

Movie:

Billy Graham Crusade

Medicine Woman

Miracle on 34th Street"'

9:30

Smart Kids

10:30

10:00
News

Movie:

Buchanans

Hearts Afire

11:00
Cops

11:30
Cops

College Basketball Michigan at Duke

News

Road

News

Saturday Night Live

ABC News

Crusaders

Wonderful Work) ol Disney 40 Years of Magic

Lois A Clark-Superman

Fresh Pnnce Fam Mat

Magic Bus

Newtons

Lawrence Welk Show

Great Railway Journeys

BB King... Live

Previews

Lombardo

To Tiedtke s Lawrence Welk Holiday Special

Baywatch

Simpsons

QD

Simpsons

Fresh Prince Simpsons

ESPN

SODA Year m Review
Breakheart Pass Conld

Simpsons

|cops

Andy Williams Chnstmas
|Cops

Smart Kids

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Cleveland Cavaliers

Sportscenler Heisman Trophy Award
Move

American Experience

JMovie

12:30
Crypt Tales

Bread

Empty Nest

Karaoke

Austin City Limits

Mystery'

Previews

Crypt Tales

Crypt Tales

Browns' Insider

Star Trek

News

Court TV

Crypi Tales

Movie: "Extremities

College Basketball: Georgetown vs Memphis

Malice

12:00
Crypt Tales

The Black Candle

Walker. Texas Ranger

Telecast

NEW LAR LOANS

Billiards US Open 9-Bali

Cadillac Man

UnderCar

Movie

Crypt Tales

Sporiscenter Rodeo: National Finals

The Silencer'

(.Ifiv, t.iT 1 t:«HM UNION

l&Hjuu

COMPETITIVE NEW CAR LOAN RATES:
38 MONTH
48 MONTH
60 MONTH

5.98% I
6.50% I
6.75%!

YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR A TOTAL OF 1/2%
DISCOUNT ON THE ABOVE STATED RATES
IN ONE OF TWO WAYS:
•A down payment of 20% U being provided instead of the
10% stated in the loan term for purchase money, vehicle
collateralized loans only, OR
•You have two out of three: Active checking account,
VISA, or Min. $2000 CD.
WE ALSO HAVE A GREAT LEASE PROGRAM
WITH AN 8.(0% A.P.R., HIGHER MILEAGE
ALLOWANCES AND LOWER FEES.
CALL US FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
352-0787
• Oiaj'j CITY CREDiT UNION

10

8:00

H Patrol

m
TMC

7:30

H Patrol
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YOUR BICYCLE SALES
AND SERVICE
HEADQUARTERS

ifVii
'i-l;

ARollerblade'W,
S

TREKUSA

248 S. Main St .Kg
Downtown i(«|t
Bowling Green '.'/V
352-8578 S! J

lOtlNarfillUh WalimUM.
111-1430
1S3.0I14
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IM1I.WWU*
Mi-iao

$1.00 OFF
FILL-UP OF MIDRANGE OR
PREMIUM GASOLINE
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Weekend Reality

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

o

11:00

11:30

DECEMBER 11.1994

12:00 1 12:30

1:00

1:30

1

2:00

1

2:30

Mike Fralello NFL Sunday

o

50Up

Alive

Meeting Place

Canada

CD

Showcase

Face Nation

Basketball

Showcase

Robocop The Series

G Puhaiski

Randy Ayers L Gipson

Paid Prog.

Triathlon: Ironman

Murad

WeekDavid Brinkley

Used Cars

Editors

Tony Brown

Lite Choices Firing Line

Contrary

Great Depression

Newtons

Club

Nova

Old House

Paid Prog

'he NFL

NFL Sunday

NFL Football Chicago Bears at Green Bay Packers

Star Trek

Movie

©

KD
60
©

American Gladiators

ESPN Reporters

NFL Gameday

TMC

Com d

Green Card

3:00

I
'
1NFL Foolball Philadelphia Eagles at Pittsburgh Sleeiers

Testaverde

a>
m

'•

3:30
' '

Hawkeye

4:30

5:00

World Cup Skiing

Ear-Grnd

Target

! Street Cents

Championship Skating

| NFL Live

|NFL

Football Denver Broncos at Los Angeles Raiders

PGA Golf Diner s Club Matches - Final Day
Market

Editors

lone on One McLaughlin

Music tor Every Occasion

Christmas in the Heartland Frugal Gourmet Celebrates Sewing With Nancy

Best of Festival

NFL Football 49ers at Chargers

Play Misty tor Me"

|Movie- "The Cowboys"

Bodybuilding. NPC Women Hydroplane Racing

|Movie "RoboCop 3"

5:30

Eye on Sports
Paid Prog

|On the Issue Telecast

1

NFL Football 49ers at Chargers

Sunday Arts Entertainment

Perform

4:00

Fishing: Billhsh Pro-Am

Movie: "Last Light"

Movie

IM'A'S'H

Shooting

Rodeo National Finals -- Champ.

Mermaids

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00

O

o

1

6:30

NFL Football

7:00

7:30

Billy Graham Crusade

Big Valley

8:00

8:30

Simpsons

Simpsons

9:00
Married..

9:30
Carlm

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

New York Undercover

News

12:30
Sports

Road to Avonlea

Rita MacNeil's Christmas

Kurt Browning: Remember This

CBC News

Country Beat

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: "Reunion"

News

Gunsmoke

NFL Football

Earth 2

SeaQuest OSV

Movie

News

Forever Knight

Emer Call

Extra Ent Magazine

On Our Own Movie: "Hook-

Per Power

Maximum

Emergency

m

Videos

Lawrence Welk Show

Last Tram Across Canada

Health

This Is America

QD

Best of Festival Cont'd

Festival

Viewer s Choice

CD
19
&)

News

m

NFL Football

SD

Empty Nest

CBS News

Murphy B

ESPN Rodeo National Finals
TMC

Nature

Venture

Siskel

National Lampoons Christmas Vacation

| Masterpiece Theatre

| American Masters

Best ot Festival
New York Undercover

Simpsons

Roseanne

Star Tre»: Deep Space 9

| Coach

NFL Pnmetime

Movie -Filly/Fifty'' Cont'd

Simpsons

Married...

Carim

Star Trek Nent Gener

Star Trek Deep Space 9

Time Trail

News

Pistons

| Sports Xtra

NFL Football: New Ofteans Saints at Atlanta Falcons
Benny s Joon

|MOV«

O

6:30

News

Newz

7:30

8:00

8:30

Extra

Patrol

Melrose Place

City scapes

Odyssey

Neon Rider

CBC News

ID

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

Nanny

G)

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

ffl

RushL

m

ABC News

Math

Business

GD

jMovie

9:00

9:30

Party of Five

10:00

'Body of Evidence

10:30

Last Call

Kids m Hall

22 Minutes

CBC Prime Time News

News

Americana

Love S War

Northern Exposure

News

Late Show

Fresh Prince Blossom

"Murder or Memory? A Moment ot Truth Movie

News

Tonight Show

Fresh Prince Extra

Coach

Coach

NFL Football Kansas City Chiefs at Miami Dolphins

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Future

Explorers

Great Performances

Cur Affair

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Living Planet: Earth

Great Performances

Married

Coach

Melrose Place

Party of Five

HD

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

Price

Movie: Romancing the Stone"

Sportscenter

NFL Prime Monday

Great American Events

Movie "Father Hood

Movie "Blood In.. Blood Out

Roseanne

Movie "Black Legion Contd

EaslEnders

Encore'

Served

163 S. Main St.
352-2595
Fax 353-5210

MEXICAN FIESTAi(

News

Coach

Star Trek Next Gener

NHRA

Sportscenter

Amazing Games

n«*

sv>5tf

Vl\c

ANY

ANY
SIX INCH

FOOTLONG
I SUD W/PURCHASE
| OF A MED DRINK

SUB

Burrltos
8n

Enchiladas
s
(beef, seafood, chicken)
'( BRING IN THIS AD 4 RECEIVE 10* Discount
Frozen Margaritas • Lime • Strawberry

I WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY

I WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY

I

I

CYD 10I11IOA

EXP. 12/31/94

Night Court

EXP. 12/31/94

GOOD ONLY AT WOODLAND MALL SUDWAY
With A DOSU I.D.

Newz
M-A-S'H
Up Close

Movie

•SUBLURV*
1

e

Charlie Rose

In the Heal ol the Night

'SLOOOFF^CUOFF;
I

Monday & Wednesday Mights

1 Charlie Rose

Star Trek: Next Gener
| Sports Xtra

12:30
Rescue 911

Highway Patrol

Encore1

WOODinND MflLi

F

12:00
[Top Cops

Murphy B

Oaves

Simpsons

7V,dcos

11:30

Murphy 6

Wild Am

{%&&

11:00

News

m
TMC

NFL Pnmetime

NFL Sportscenter

Movie: "Last Light"

Warriors

Straight Talk K Copeland

DECEMBER 12.1994
7:00

o

ESPN Match

H Patrol

New?

MONDAY EVENING
6:00

Per Power

Rage and Honor

MISCELLANY
magazine
Needs You!

Writers-photographerCopyEditors-Artists.
Staff needed for the Spring
Semester edition of this student
publication. For additional
information call
Kevin Risner at 352-1801.
An organizational meeting will be
held during the first two weeks of
the Spring Semester.

3530204
Wtrkrnd Reality
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TUESDAY EVENING

o
o
ID
CD

ffi
©
©

6:00

6:30

News

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

!

9:00

Extra

Patrol

Museum of Television & Radio Presents

On Road

Market PI

10:00

CBC Prime Time News

News

Americana

5th Estate

Witness

Rescue 91t

Movie.

Marked (or Death

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Wings

Wilder

Fraster

Larroquette

RushL

ABC News

Fresh Prince Extra

Full House

Boys

Home Imp

Grace Under Barbara Walters Presents

To Read

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Nova

Fronthne
Frontline

Wild Am

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Nova

€D
HD

Married..

Coach

Museum of Television & Radio Presents

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

Price

Game Night

ESPN

Match

Sportscenter

College Basketball: Pennsylvania at Michigan

Crisis m the Kremlin

Roseanne

INBA

Dateline

News

Late Show

News

Tonight Show

Patrol

Cops

Journal

EastEnders

Charhe Rose

Death Trip ot a Lifetime

Served

Charlie Rose

Star Trek Next Gener

In the Heat ot the Night

Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Chicago Bulls

|Movie "For a Few Dollars More'

News

College Basketball Cincinnati at Minnesota

[ Movie

Top Cops

Last Call

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

O

o

6:30

News

7:00
Extra

Patrol

8:30

8:00

Beverly Hills. 90210

9:00

9:30

Models Inc

M-A'S-H

Sportscenter

Up Close

Last Can
Americana
Late Show

Bob Hope's Christmas

Christmas m Washington

News

Tonight Show

Turning Point

Patrol

Cops

Roberts

Think Tank

Journal

Roberts

Served

Charlie Rose

RushL

ABC News

Fresh Prince Extra

Sister. Sister All-American Roseanne

Math

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Celebrate Storytelling

American Playhouse

Wild Am

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Celebrate Storytelling

American Playhouse

Simpsons

Married

Coach

Beverly Hills. 90210

Models Inc

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

Price

Movie "Commando

ESPN

Match

Sport scenler

Co lege BaskeiDail Gecgia at Geotgia Tech

TMC

Movie: "Aspen Extreme Cont'd

Ellen

Star Trek Next Gener

In the Heat ol the Night

News

Coach

Sports Xtra

JBoxing: Lonny Beasley vs. Steve Collins

| Movie.

Needful Things

JMovie.

6:00

6:30

News

7:00
Extra

CBC News

Nightline

| Night Court

Sportscenter

Up Close

Hidden Fears

DECEMBER 15,1994
7:30
Patrol

8:00

8:30

Martin

9:00

9:30

Living Single New York Undercover

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

Murphy B

Last Call

Top Cops

i Rescue 911
jOpen Wide

Nature of Things

North of 60

CBC Prime Time News

News

Fresh Fields Christmas

Due South

Chicago Hope

Eye to Eye

News

lale Show

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Mad-You

ABC News

Fresh Prince Extra

Elvis: The Tribute

To Read

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am

MotorWeek

Wild Am

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Old House

Old House

Simpsons

Married..

Coach

Martin

Living Single New York Undercover

Star Trek: Next Generation In the Heat ol the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girts Married

Price

Simpsons

Fresh Pnnce Simpsons

News

ESPN

Match

Sportscenter

NFL Pro Bowl Selection

TMC

Movie1 "Skyjacked' Cont d

News
RushL

Roseanne

Cur. Affair

Movie "Warning Sign"

Seinteld

[Fronds

Football

1 Madman

ER

News

Tonight Show

Turning Point

Patrol

Cops

Mystery1

I'll Fly Away

Banks

Charlie Rose

Myslery1

Wart tor God May-Dec

Served

Charlie Rose

Roseanne

| Sports Xlra

Coach

Nightlme

Instructional
Night Court

Star Trek Next Gener

College Football Las Vegas Bowl - Central Michtgan vs. Nevada-Las Vegas
Movie. "In the Line ot Fire

12:30

News

Health Show Man Alive
CBS News

New*
M'A'S'H

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy'

News

12:30
Rescue 911

Star Trek Next Gener

THURSDAY EVENING
O
O
CD
CD
CD
€8
CD
CD
CD

12:00
Top Cops

News

Ent Tonight

Movie: "V.I. Warshawskl

Murphy B

News

NBC News

Roseanne

11:30

48 Hours

News

Cosby Mysteries

11:00

CBC Prime Time News

Ruth Renoeil Mysteries
Garheld

Cur. Affair

10:30

Touched by an Angel

AOrienne Clarkson

| Boys-Back

10:00
News

1
Wh. Fortune Jeopardy

CD
CD
09

New/

Star Trek Next Gener

DECEMBER 14,1994
7:30

CBS News

w
m

CBC News

Instructional
| Night Court

'.'.■.- 'Night Lite

Pale Rider

News

CD
CD

Rescue 911

Nightlme

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00

12:30

12:00

11:30

Murphy B

CBS News

Cur Altair

11:00

10:30

News

News

CBC News

Simpsons

TMC

9:30

Newz
M-A'S'H
Sportscenter

Movie: "Knight Moves"

What A bright idea!
Advertise in The BG News
TV listings
We are now signing contracts
for the Spring Semester. Choose
to do all 12 weeks or as few as 6 weeks.
Contact your Account Executive
for more information and rates at 372-2605
IJ

Derember 9, 1994

Weekend Reality

